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Dean Candidate Visits U/B, Talks to_Students

10h11 M. Pay11e, Rut!(er.1· Lt111· School pri1/t'.1"Sor, wlks 11·ith U/8 .\"/1ule111.~a/mt//
·
his qua/(firntions a11d illlere.Hs .
photo by Victor R. Siclari
by JeH H. Stern
Interviewing for the position of
law school dean began last Tues
day when John M. Payne, a Pro
fessor of Law at Rutgers Law
School, met throughout the day
witl:i tt;te Dean Search Commit
tee, faculty members and stu
dents.
Payne, 43, earned his B.A. de
gree at Yale University and J.D.
at Harvard Law School. Currently
he teaches courses in Local Gov
ernment Law, Land Use Controls,
State and Local Taxation, Con
stitutional Law, and Torts. From
1977-1981 he served as As-

sociate Dean of Rutgers Law
School. He has also authored
numerous law review articles
and is contributing editor and
columnist for the Reat Estate Law
Journal.
Payne is one of "six or seven
candidates" the Search Commit
tee has chosen to interview,
Committee Chairman and Dean
of Management Joseph Alutto
said. (Alutto decline9 to name
the other candidates) . After these
interviews are completed, which
Alutto says will be within a
month, the Committee will invite

a

two or three candidates back for
more extensive interviews with
University
Provost
William
Greiner and President Steven
Sample, who will th'en make the
hiring decision.
Payne's interview last Tuesday
began with a tour of the law
school and meetings with Com
{Tlittee and faculty members.
Later in the day, Payne met with
a gathering of 15 students who
attended a question-and-answer
session in the Faculty Lounge.
Payne told students he wants
· the position because he has "hit
a plateau" in his professional
career and is now seeking "new
challenges" and "a greater sense
of accomplishment." Payne said
that his academic orientation is
similar to that of the 'Buffalo
Model," because he "is more in
terested in political and social
realities than in doctrinal boxes." ·
He sees "a strong faculty com
mittment to the Model" which he
would be willing to honor if cho
sen dean.
"I think that the faculty is trying
not so much to redesign the trad 
itional curriculum, but infuse into

it perspectives that are usually
washed out during the first year
case analysis method," Payne
said . "This enables students to
see the dimensions of the prob
lems that have to do with the or
ganization of society."
Payne emphasized that as
dean he would promote and
further develop the school's clin
ical legal education program . "I
think that an active clinical pro
gram integrated with the innova
tive curriculum would be a help
ful adjunct to the 'Buffalo M'odel'
style of teaching."
In response to questions ooncerning his views on ari affirmative admissiQns policy, Payne
said he supported a program
which "evaluates and carefully
admits" sufficient numbers of
minority students. Since affirmative action often entails admit- ting students "with credentials
weaker than the norm •.. there
must be a carefully thought-out
program to help students who
are specially admitted overcome
academic obstacles."
Payne said that if selected dean
he would be "interested in reevaJu~ting !h~ school's _affirmc1-

tive action program to see if
we're satisfied with" the number
of minority students admitted .
Other objectives he would have
as dean include promoting the
national reputation of the law
school and getting the law build
ing repaired.
Steve Wickmark, third year stu
dent representative on the
SearcQ_Committee, remrked that
Payne is "a bright, capable, in
teresting guy, who has a reputa
tion for being able to manage a
diverse faculty at Rutgers·. "
Wickmark said that he would
have liked to have seen more
than 15 students at the question
and-answer session. He noted
that Payne expressed the desire
to meet with more students.
Wickmark also noted that many
student organizations failed to
send representatives to the
meeting . "I think with something
as important as who 's going to
run the place, we should get a
better cross section of the stu
dent population to show ·u p at
these
student
interviews,"
Wickmark said.

H eCldrick Concerned About Grade Decoding
by Paul W. Kullman
Saying he had "no evidence
whatsoever" on which to act
against any individual, and that
administration "can't get rid" of
the social security number sys
tem of posting grades, U/B Law
School Dean Thomas Headrick
has temporarily closed the issue
of breaches in the anonymity in
the grade-posting system .
Problems
concerning
the
anonymity of the current grade
posting system surfaced on
Thursday, March 21, when a first
year student publicly' acknow-·
!edged that he had determined
the grades of two fellow Section
3 students by matching their
names )lllith their respective so 
i;ial security numbers.
The studeAt apologized before
the start of Professor Lindgren's
Con/Torts class for what he

called his natural " curiosity" of
two fellow students. He said he
did not process, contrary to
rumor, a comprehensive list of
students' names, social security
numbers, 'and grades. He also
added that it was not his interition to violate anyone's privacy.
The student declined further
comment when contacted by The
Opinion.

Headrick, who has served as
dean for nearly nine years, said
this is the first time he's become
aware of any such problem with
the grade-posting system or with
students determining other students' grades.
Saying he is "not a policeman
who goes out on investigations,"
Headrick said no student ever
personally approached him and
told him about any problems he
or she was having with other students determining his or her

grades. Headrick also said he has
no tape recordings , no notes, nor
any names of students who have
done this .
"I got nothing," he said.
Headrick said he thus has "no
basis at the present time" to do
more than he has already done,
which was to write a letter to The
Opinion (see editorial page) expressing his "enormous con cern" about the "recent report
concerning the decoding of the
grading system ." He said, "No
justification exists for using them
Igrade lists] to identify the grades
of other students. Anyone who
does so most seriously calls into
question his or her fitness for a
profession that relies heavily on
respect .for the confidence which
others . .. entrust to its members."
In an article appearing in the
March 27 edition of The Opinion,

Registrar Helen Crosby said the
more anonymous student identification numbers aren 't used in
place of social security numbers
because such student numbers
"don't appear on the forms given
to us by the University Comput ing Center. "
Assistant Dean Vivian Garcia
said she was originally "shooting
for student numbers and de-alphabetizing the grade lists, " but
added that she "didn 't know how
much work that would be."
"If somebody wants to break a
code, though , they can do it," she
said . "Admittedly, this wasn 't a
hard code to break."
Not hard, because some of the
initial grade lists from last
semester had the social security
numbers arranged in alphabetical order, and in the mailroom,
there is an alphabetical list of stu dents' names arranged accord -

·Mooters Place as Oralists
by Victor R. Siclari
about women
who· ingest
In order to cut expenses, the
Two U/B Law School students, steroids. Pleskow and Turkewitz two U/B students had to leave
Alan Pl~skow and Eric Turkewitz, represented the two magazines, after they were eliminated from
won Best Oralist and Fou·r th Best one of which was a Playboy-type the competition . As a result, they
Oralist, respe.c tively, in-.the Ben- format, and the other which dealt missed the awards presentation
and were not informed of their
. jamin N. Cardozo School of Law with sports and medicine.
honors until a couple of days
The
two
issues
qn
appeal
were
Ent'e r'tainment/Communications
after they had returned to Buf
National Moot Court Competition, whether there was an invasion
held March 28-31, 1985, in New of the woman's right to privacy falo . According to Turkewitz,
York City. The students were ·up by placing her in a false light, and "We were told that at the awards
against teams· from- thirty-three _ whethe_r her dght to publicity presentation the U/B team was
scnools in the competition.
was .violated because photo- singled out and praised for their
The facts _of the problem cen - graphs of h_er were used without orals skills." Pleskow said he will
be receiving two plaques : one for
tered on a woman bodybuilder compensation.
who did not use steroids to build
Pleskow and Turkewitz first ar the school and one for himself.
Both students wanted to ex 
ller muscles but had a naturar gued off-btief, then on-brief with
hormonal imbalance. Photo- only an hour in between to pre pressly thank Richard Gottlieb
graphs of the woman were used ~are. Plesk?w said, "Sur~ris~ and Alison Alberti for giving up
without
consent
by
two ingly, we did much better off- 1hefr time to help them prepare
for the competition.
magazines to illustrate articles brief."

ing to year. Still, Headrick said
he has " little sympathy" for anyone using this as a justification
for abusing the system .
" It's like saying just because
you walk into a market where
~here are apples and you can see
those apples, it's okay to steal
those apples," he said. " Such
reasoning makes me wonder
about people's fitness for the
profession ."
Headrick said posting grades
by social security numbers is the
"only way we can administra
tively operate." Both Headrick
and Crosby said it would be very
time-consuming to look up stu dent numbers and match them
with the students' names be
cause student numbers don't ap
pear on the computing forms
used by the University. Both said
using student numbers would
cause the posting of grades to be
further delayed .
"What we could do is take the
grade lists as they come out and
snip them up and reassemble
them, " Headrick said . "If that's
feasible for Helen (Crosby), then
that 's what we'll probably do ."
"It's a little bit messy, but that's
probably what we'll do starting
this spring," Crosby said. " But if
an individual has a list, this still
won 't help any. "

Inside Letters to the Editor
pp. 4-6
photo by Victor R. Siclari
U1B students Al Pleskow (left/ and
Eric Turkewitz (right/ place success
fully in EntenainmenVCommunica
tions .Coun Competition.
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Editorial

Burger King:
"Have it Your Way"

SBA:

"Do it Our Way!"

News lt~m: SBA approves Motion 13-15: "To cut The Opin
ion's budget $1,000.00 because of their personal attacks on
individuals, lack of accountability, libel, large budget, abuse
ofdiscretion and lack ofrepresentation of the student body. "
When the Framers of the Constitution adopted the First
Amendment, they recognized the vital role a free pr-ess fulfills
in a democratic society. They believed that a newspaper
must have broad freedom to criticize government actions
so that people would hear opposing viewpoints on matters
of public importance. They envisaged checks on government
in order to increase its accountability to the people; most of
all, they abhorred government's use of censorship and prior
restraint to stifle the freedom of expression enjoyed by the
press.
One hundred and seventy-five years later, Justice Brennan
would echo the sentiments of the Founding Fathers when, in
his landmark N. Y. Times v. Sullivan decision, he spoke of "a
profound national commitment to the principle that debate
on public issues should be uninhibited, robust and wide
open, and that it may well include vehement, caustic and
sometimes unpleasantly sharp attacks on government and
public officials."
Apparently the SBA is not impressed with these lofty prin
ciples. By suspending a fiscal sword of Damocles over the
new editorial board's collective head, they are in effect telling
us what we may and may not print.
They call it "making [the paper) more accountable" and
"making the paper more consistent with the views of the
student population." We call it censorship. The message is
loud and clear: "Either you print what's acceptable to us or
we'll take away your funding ."
The SBA edict sets a dangerous precedent by producing
a chilling effect on the consti-t\.Jtionally protected right of
Freedom of the Press. Their ultimatum has threatened a new
editorial board before it has formed or articulated its editorial
policy, and indeed, before it has even published a single

word.
Presumably, SBA's purpose in passing Motion 13-15 was
to provide The Opinion with a monetary incentive to refrain
from calling things the way we see them. Maybe if we're
good little boys we'll get our allowance back. We can't help
but resent SBA's use of its power of the purse to bring the
paper to its knees in this fashion .
As a student newspaper we have a duty to cover a broad
range of topics relating to the law school and surrounding
community. But we cannot possibly cover as many issues
as we would like when we only have five or six regular news
writers. It's easy to sit back and passively criticize a student
newspaper. It takes substantially more effo_rt. however, to
change things. We wish more law student!twould contribute
to the newspaper, and as always, we encourage them to do
so.
We also have a duty and obligation to print articles and
letters regardless of their political or ideological cohtent. The
Opinion has upheld this duty in the past, and will continue
to do so in the future, by printtig in full the submissions of
any student, faculty member, ttministrator or organization.
Obviously, though, we can on print what we receive.
Separately and aside from any submitted and published
materials, however, the editorial board - by vi~ue of the
large amount of time and work it commits to ~he newspaper ·
- retains a right to use the editorial column to express its
views on matters relevant to the law school. We decline to
surrender this right to an elected body which attempts to
cast a ·pall of orthodoxy• over our publication by hacking
away at our budget when it disagrees with what we write.
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Newhouse, Zapson Chosen
To Speak ~w! ~?,~!!e!!~~!!'~!!...,
by Sarah Ayer,
Commencement Chairperson

Everything is just about set for
the 96th Annual Law School
Commencement. It will be Sun
day. May 19th at 9 a.m. in the
Alumni Arena. Directly after the
ceremony (which should last
about two hours) there will be a
to
the
reception
served
graduates and their families . The
.champagne reception will be
held in the Student Activity
Center.. The Center is located be
hind the Law School, next to
Knox Hall. The reception will
probably las·t until 1 :00 or 2:00
p.m. We are also considering a
cocktail party on Saturday, May
18th. This is still in the planning
stages because we may not have
sufficient funds to hold it.
You may invite as many people
to graduation as you wish. There
is no limited amount of people
and you do not nee9 tickets. It
would be best ·to advise your
guests to arrive at the Arena by
8 :30 a.m ., to ensure they have
good seats. Invitations will be av
ailable in 312 O'Brian Hall. Each
student is allowed 10 invitations.
The results of the student vote
have now been compiled. Profes
sor Wade Newhouse has been
chosen to be the faculty speaker.
In addition, the Commencement
Committee compiled the votes
for student speaker. We inter-

. M'ike Zapson
George Tereza kIs,
and Mike Block. After careful consideration we chose Mike Zapson
as thestudent sPeaker . we wish
· h kG
and Mike and all
to t an
eorge
the other students who submit· t·,ons .
• nomma
te d theIr
Pl ease mark Your calendar _
Commencement Rehearsal is
scheduled for Friday, May 17, at
noon in Room 106. It takes all of
half an hour, is usually more fun
th procedure and is always follm~;:d by a ke~ in the first floor
lounge. There will alsg be a barbeque following rehearsal.
Finally, I would like to thank
some people who have helped
me during the year. First of all,
the members of the Commence-

have been able to plan this on
G
•
my own. ,v,a~ arc,a also deserves a special thanks. _. She
made sure
. that we never missed
a deadline. The Student Bar As. .
f
·d·
soc1at1on,
or prov, mg the ·
money and the moral support we
needed.
Cleo,
for
being
h
·
F
e_ve~yw ere, at any t1i:ne. •~ally
~ane Mcleod for typing this art1cle, numerous others, for putting together the Com':"encement Program, for putting together the senior ballot, and for
her support and help throughout
th e year.
.
Thank_you again for your ~upport during th~ year. Good luck
on exams and I II see you on May
19th.

v· •

Headrick Comments
On Grade Posting
relies heavily on respect for the
confidence which others clients, lawyers and the general
Dear Editors:
public-entrust to its members.
The recent report about the de
With good reason the Law
coding of the grading lists causes
School and Bar Admissions
me enormous concern. Those
lists are posted in a form in- . Committees scrutinize very care
fully the conduct of law students.
tended to protect the privacy of
The profession does not n~ed
individual students. No justifica
people who cannot enjoy the ful
tion exists for using them to iden
lest confidence and trust of other
tify the grades of other students.
people and the public.
Anyone who does so most seri
Yours sincerely,
ously calls into question his or
Thomas E. Headrick
her fitness for a profession that

TO: The Opinion

Dinner Honors U/B Alumni

The Law Alumni Association of
the U/B Law School has sched
uled its annual dinner for Friday,
May 3, 1985 at the Hyatt Regency
Hotel in downtown Buffalo. For
the past several years this evernt
has been sold out,
A large attendance is again ex
pected this year at the 23rd an
nual event.
Alumnus
Distinguished
Awards will be made to the Hon.
Rose D. La Mendola - Judiciary;
Henry J. Nowak - Public Ser
vice; Gerorge M. Zimmerman ---:
Private Practice; and Charles
Ryan Desmond - Special Award
posthumously.
Judge LaMendola is the Senior
Judge of the Erie County Court
and the first woman to serve as
a County Judge in Erie County.
She was appointed to the posi
tion in 1975, and won the en 
dorsement of all four parties,
winning election to a full term
year in 1976. She was a partner

in the first all-female law partner
ship in Western New York and
Assistant Attorney General for
the State of New York prior to
tier appointment as County
J udge. Judge LaMendola is a
member of the Erie County Bar
Association , Justian Legal Soci
ety, Women Lawyers of Western
New York, the Judges and Police
Executive Conference of Erie
County and the County Judge's
Association of New York.
Congressman Henry J. Nowak
is a 1961 graduate of the Law
School and recipient of the Public
Service Award. Congressman
Nowak has represented Western
New York in Washington since
1974. He is a member of the Erie
County and New York State Bar
Associations .
Congressman
Nowak is a member of Daemen
College Board of Trustees, the
House Committee on Public
Works
and
Transportation;
Chairman, House Small Business

Law Review Seeks
Publishable Papers
The Buffalo Law Review would
like to remind all law students
that they are welcome to submit
articles for publication in our
journal.
If you have a seminar paper,
independent study paper, or any
other piece of writing which you
feel is appropriate for publication
in the Buffalo Law Review, please
bring it to the Law Review Office
and we will consider it for publi
cation.
Articles ~hould be of substan
tial length, well-researched and
documented with
authority.
Footnotes should follow the
rules foun~ in the Bluebook, A
Uniform System ofCitation (13th
ed. 198-U .

Although we welcome articles
throughout the year, we strongly
encourage submission by late
spring since the summer break
offers a good opportunity to
ready accepted pieces for publi
cation.
All papers submitted will be
read by editors of the law review.
The law review is unable to re
turn articles by mall unle11 they
are accompanied by ~n addrea
sed envelope with aufflclent
postage for flrst-cla11 Jeturn.
We wlll be happy to dl1cu11 re
quirements for publlcatlon and
the publlcatlon proceaa with any
Interested student. Pleaae feel
free to drop by 606 O'Brien or
call 636-2672 and we'll answer
any questions you may have.

Subcommittee on Tax, Access to
Equity Capital and Business Op
portunities; member, Executive
Committee, Congressional Steel
Caucus and Assistant Democra
tic Whip. Congressman Nowak is
also a graduate of Canisius Col
lege and former Erie County Con
troller from 1966 through 1974.
The late Charles Ry_an De
smond was a Director of the As
sociation and is being presented
a Special Award posthumously.
He was formerly Eden Town Jus- •
tice and a partner with Phillips,
Lytle, Hitchcock, Blain and
Huber. Mr. Desmond , was a
member of the Erie County, New
York State, American Bar and
Trial Lawyers Associations. He
was past- president of the
Lawyers Club of Buffalo and Mar
shall Club. Mr. Desmond was ap
pointed by Governor Carey in
1977 to the New York State Board
of Social Welfare.
George M. Zimmerman is a
partner in the law firm of Al
brecht, Maguire, Huffern &
Gregg, P.C., and recipient of the
Private Practice Award. Mr. Zim
merman isa 1949graduateofthe
U/B Law School and Adjunct Pro
fessor of Law there: He is a past
President of the Legal Aid Bureau
of Buffalo and Lawyer's Club of
Buffalo and peat chairman of the
Board of Trustees of the Buffalo
and Erle County Libraries.
The evening begins at 6 p.m.
with an open bar cocktail party
and dinner It at 7 p.m.
The price· for this e-.tent is
$30.00 per person including open
bar and dinner and $5.00 of this
coat la a tax deductible donation.
Reaervatlona can be made by
contacting attorney Dan Kohane,
1400 Liberty Bank Building, Buf
falo, New York 853-8100, who is
ticket
chairman.
Attorney
Thomaa C. Balley la dlnner.Ghalr
man for this event•

ColJtroverSy Abounds at slJA.jJ~dg~t Meeting
by Eric Snyder
NOTE:. Thi$ is my account of
what transpired at the SBA meeting of April _15. Any segregation
due to sex or race is based on
my perception ofthe atmosphere
in the room that night, and is en- '
tirely intentional.
·

It is 6:25 PM. I had just finished
dinner and I am going back to
campus. I heard that the SBA was
having a budget meeting tonight,
and the [Law Student) Right-To
Life [Association) group was re
questing funding. I hadn't been
to a budget meeting in three
years since I was Vice-President
of the Student Association at
SUNY-Binghamton, and funding
for Right-To-Life, well ... that
would be interesting.
I arrive at about 6:35, in Room
106, and sit down next to my
friend, Rick. There are about
twenty groups that would be
dealt with tonight, and Right-To
Life was of course last I was
gonna go see Fellini's "8½" in
Waldman at 8 with Howie, but I'll
stay.
I guess it starts about.45 min
utes into the meeting Things are
moving surprisingly fast. Lori,
the Chair of the meeting says "all
in favor," and all the SBA reps
raise their hands. Then there is a
question about Danny, a rep who
couldn'. t make it. He gave his vote
to Donna as a proxy vote. Well,
this is okay. Then ·t here is a dis
cussion whether this is okay
under Robert's Rules of Order.
Well , who cams? I don't think this
is very important. Things are
usually done casual at ttiese
meetings, and there was nothing.
wrong trying to keep itthatway.
. But there was another prob
lem, and I guess I'm the only one
that has it. I just found out from
George, an SBA rep from my
Section, that Donna is an SBA rep
also. When she is voting," I think
she's putting up twci hands to be
funny. No. Donna votes twice. So
much for one person, one vote.
· I guess if ten people could not
show up tonight, and give their
votes to Donna, she could dis
solve the body and crown herself
queen.
So things move on. Al's upset
'cause tie wants Donna to lose
· the proxy vote. Al's involved with
Moot Court and they lost an ear
lier vote by one ; Donna voting
twice the other way. I had a feel
ing this wouldn't be the last time
tonight that this would matter.
Well. Al pushes the issue to a
vote, and loses. Donna keeps
Something
Danny's
vote.
bothered me about the way the
votes broke down. All the boys
and girls that voted for Al's mo
tion are white, and all that voted
to defeat his motion are black or
hispanic. Al is a white boy. Donna
is a black girl.
·
Maybe it didn't mean anything.
The meeting continues. Groups
come and go. Then The Opin
ion's budge~ comes up for a vote.
One SBA rep raises her hand and
is recognized. "I move that The
Opinion gets cut $1000. They
have libeled me this year. They
are unaccountable. They do not
represent the student body."
This is censorship. So I yell out
"you're a censor," and the ·girl
who made the motion says "I am
not," and Lori, the Chair,
threatens to throw me out. Then
a couple of boys and girls speak
on how The Opinion has re~
moved words and phraJes from
submitted articles over the past
semester, misconstruing arti
cles, and that they have libeled

r---:---------------___;.·---=--------------==-.

students. This is not right. But,
so what? Is this any reason to
SBA 1985-86 Budget
censor them? I. get the impres
Administration
sion that the people speaking out
As Passed
Proposal
for this cut were for the most part
Telephones .. . . . . ....... ......... . . .
$ 2,000
same .
Purchase of new phones .. . .. . . . .... . .
ideologically liberal a11d open
540
same
Duplicating ........ .. .. ..... ! .. . . . . .
minded black and white boys and
335
same
girls, and here they are advocat
Office .. . . .. ....... .... . . .. .. . .. ... .
150
same
ing limiting this newspaper's
Distinguished Visitor's forum ..... . . . . .
r,ooo
same
Fir$t Amendment press rights.
Orientation .. ... . ... ... ... .. .... .. .. .
900
same
The arguments they were mak
Unallocated . ... .... ..... . .... . .. ... .
200
$ 910
ing were the · ·m ost close
Athletic Fee ................ ... ... .. .
1,200
same
minded arguments I have ever
Conventions . . . .. .... .... . . . .. ... .. .
225
same
heard; that the riewspap.er was
Social . .. . ... .. . . .. . . . .. ........ . .. .
2,000 '
same
not representative of the student
Commencement ... .. .... .... , .... .. .
2,125
same
body. That since not that many
$10,675
$11,385
students read it, its funding
· Sub-Board ...... . ............ : . ...... .
$ 5,400
same
should be cut. As if newspapers
Organizations ... . .. . ... . . . .... . . ..... .
19,310
18,600
are supposed to be representa
TOTAL . . . ........ . . .. ..... . ...... .. .. .
$35,385
$35,385
tive of the majority. I 9uess ac
*******•****************• **********
cording to these "open-minded
people," the only newspapers
Dollar Percentage
that should be printed are the
1985-86
Change
1985-86
Change
Daily News and the USA Today.
1985-86
Finance
· As
From
From
Some tried to defend The
1984-85
Club
Committee Passed By
Last .
Last
Opinion. One guy says that "he
Organizations
Budget
SBA
Year
Request Proposal t
Year
didn't think someone who is 25
Bu"ffalo Mediation Service . . . . . . $ 300
$ 300
$ 300
$
$ 300
0
0 %
(sic) years old should be that con
Moot Court Board .... . ~ . . . . . .
900
900
900
900* $
0
0
servative," speaking of the previ
Association of
ous editor, but that the present
Women Law Students . .... . .
450
530
490
40
490
8.9
staff should not be penalized.
Law Students Civil Rights
Lori, the Chair, _vigorously
Research Commission . . .... .
350
375
360
360 **
10
2.9
applauded .this statement. So
Latino, Asian, and Native American
much for an impartial Chair. I
Law Student Association . . ... . 1,015
3,000
1,115
1,115
140
13.8
mentioned that if these people
Phi Alpha Delta ......... . ... . .
650
1,070
830
830
230
38.3
. were unhappy with The Opinion,
National Lawyers Guild . ...... .
981 .57
1,295
1,155
1,155
173.43
15
they should have gotten a vote
Gay Law Student Organization ..
528
615
615
650
87
16.5
on The Opinion staff, and voted
International Law Students .... .
345
1,500
725
725
380
110.1
themselves in; retaliatory tactics
Environmental Law Students .. .
375
365
(5)
370
370
(1 .3)
such as these were wrong .' Then
The Opinion . .. .. ..... . ..... . 6,500
7,325
(980)
6,520
5,520
(15.1)
came the vote .
Buffalo Public Interest
_The hands went up, and the
Law Program ... .. , . . .... . .. . 1,000
1,200
1,095
1,095
95
9.5
hands went down. Twice . When
In The Public Interest ...... ... . 2,000
3,089
2,500
2,500
500
25
the dust had cleared , the motion
Black Law Students Association . 1,300
1,550
1,300
1,790
37 .7
490
to cut The·. Opinion had passed
Federalists ....... . ... . . .. . .. .
1,175
395
395
395
10-9. Both of Donna's arms were
Labor Group ... . . .... ....... .
600
200
200
200
fully extended for the "yea"
Amnesty International ... . .... .
200
200
200
200
votes.
· Law Students Right To Life ... . .
1,100
200
0
0
There was clapping and hys
* Have to account for $200 miscellaneous
terical merriment. Well, this is
** Have·to account for previous loan made by SBA to the Club
not a pretty sight. I wo·nder what
t Line-by-line breakdown canoe obtained from SBA, 101 O'Brian Hall
group these children agreed with
or disagreed with that now had
All of a sudden, all the black Another says, "They are related an anti Right-To-Life girl wearing
its fortune in their hands.
and
Hispanic SBA boys and girls, to extremist terrorist organiza a shirt saying, " If you love ani
Some however, were not so
happy. Dan, a white SBA boy, an at this point a majority, go to the tions." I know Karen and Paul, mals why do you kill them?" Isn't
nounces his disgust, and resigns. left corner of the room to caucus. and I don't think they touch that this what the Right-To-Life
Two white boys, (including Al), I smile. I know what's about to stuff. Our children wanted to people are trying to say?
and two white girls follow Dan's go down. The meeting recon have prior approval of speakers Whether we agree or not, I
lead. Someone asks for a venes, and a black girl raises her before any money would be allo thought, shouldn't we give them
quorum call. Donna (who else?), hand, (I think it was Donna, but cated . This was really_turning in the chance to state it? Approach 
ing my car, I see a yellow piece
points out that since the reps re I'm not sure which hand she ·to a pile of crap.
motion
raised),
and
she
makes
a
of
paper flapping from under my
my
hand
to
attempt
to
I
raised
signed, the quorum could be
to reconsider the already ap speak, but the Chair had my windshield. A ticket for parking
readjusted downward. And so it
was. The meeting continues. proved budget of the Blacttaw number. When she finally called in a handicapped spot. The end
This is enough to offend· any Student Association (BLSA). on me, after letting others speak to a perfect evenng.
They requested $1550 in their two or three times, she simply EPILOGUE: I see George, my
one's senses, and the night has
original budget request. They re wouldn't let me speak. When I SBA rep, the next day. George
just begun.
ceived
$1550. They wanted $240 began to utter a syllable she prides himself on being repre 
Three groups had requested
funding tonight : the Labor more. Gina, the SBA treasurer, would say " anything new? If sentative of his constituents by
Group, Amnesty International explains that she had given the you're not going to say anything informing us when the meetings
and Right-To-Life. The Labor group exactly what they had new we'll have to move on." are and what important issues
originally requested; and to ask Brow-beated, I decided to shut will be presented and requesting
Group, no problem $200. Am 
nesty International is next. A rep for more was irresponsible. Gina up. The vote comes; Right-To- . our input on these decisions. I
says they report on the plight of . is right. She .is also good. She is Life gets defeated almost unani ask George if he voted for The
political prisoners in Southeast responsible and she tried, but mously. Those people are Opinion cut and the BLSA in
was out-i:hilded. So the SBA scared; I just can't figure out of crease. George answers that he
Asia. The SBA cannot fund polit
what. We now slither out of this had, but he added, "It's political,
ical groups under Board of Trus gave BLSA an extra $240.
Paul and Karen are the Right_ meeting almost three hours after nothing personal Eric."
tees guidelines, so groups usu
To-Life reps. Tom, your Right-To it began.
Nothing personal George.
ally idehtify themselves as infor
Lifer's Right-To-Lifer couldn't
Editor's
Note : SBA President
I'd
say
the
brightest
person
in
mational/educational as a w.ay to
make it. I am Pro-Choice, but as the whole organization is Rich, Rich Gottlieb was not present at
circumvent this guideline. Paul,
I stated earlier I think we should the president, who had the the meeting because he had an
the rep from Right-To-Life mut
all have the opportunity to dis foresight to not even show up. unexpected interview in New
ters, "That sounds political." I
seminate the information, and Walking out of the building, I see York City.
think so too, but I know better by
decide for ourselves. The more
now. In Binghamton, we had 114 ·
we know, the better informed our
funded groups, from the Volun
opinion will be.
teer Ambulance Corp. to the
They don't have a chance. Paul
Grateful'Dead club. They all pro
tells everyone that there was ·no
vided a service for students. They
The American Red Cross con · donate, resulting in 72 produc
relationship between this group
gave students access to diverse
and the state-wide organization ducted a very successful blood tive donations. This total also ex
groups, and afforded them the
ceeds the November 1984 blood
- no one believes him. Karen at drive at the U/B Law School on
opportunity to learn from them.
mobile result of 66 donors.
tempts to stress that they are Thursday, April 18th. The Red
Amnesty lnternational's funding
The American Red Cross and
simply an educational g·roup that Cross blood drive, sponsored by
is approved.
Phi Alpha Delta would like to
will provide speakers and books Phi Alpha Delta, set a goal of 60
Lori, our Chair, has to go to the
for informational purposes. You don·ors for its Spring Semester tharik the U/B Law Schootfor its
bathroom, and therefore calls a
usual great support for this
should have •heard the argu visit to O'Brien Hall. The turnout
break, It's about 9 p.m., and the
worthy cause, and in particular,
ments. One girl says, MThis was was better than ex~ected as 77
Right-To-Life group 'is the next,
a special thanks to those who do
all decided in Roe v. Wade, no people presented themselves to
and the last, group to be consi•
nated.
need to discuss it any further. H
dered tonight.

Blood Drive Is Success
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S.B~A. DirectOrs Explain Their ActiOnS 1Vl3de
To: the Student Bar
Anociatlon and Members
of the Student Body

attacking certain individuals. factor to consider when review
However, it is essential that we
ing its budget, the First Amend
defend the newspaper's right to
ment rights of a newspaper must
It is with deep sadness and a
First Amendment protection. •
remain paramount. We therefore
strong sense of commitment that
-Accountability to the SBA re
feel that the assumption regard
we resigned from the Student
lates to the newspaper's financial
ing The Opinion's lack of rep
Bar · Association on April 15.
expenditures and not to its edito
resentation was irrelevant.
Given the circumstances . sur
rial content. Objections to edito
We were both stunned by the
rounding our resignation, we
rial content shoultl be voiced
result of the vote on Motion 13wish to explain our actions.
through appropriate channels,
15, and appalled by the sub
The precipitating factor lead
not through an arbitrary budget sequent outburst of applause by
ing to our resignations was the
cut. This could include written certain SBA Directors and other
consideration of The Opinion contributions to The Opinion and students present at the meeting.
budget for the 1985-1986 year. A
subsequent membership on its
Our action was an objection to
motion was made to slash the
staff or, if necessary, the forma SBA censorship of a student
newspaper's budget by $1,000,
tion of grievance procedures.
newspaper. We could not in
"because of their personal at
Secondly, an SBA Budget good conscience remain part of
tacks on individuals, lack of ac
Meeting is hardly the forum in a governmental body that
countability, libel, large budget,
which to address an allegation as · penalizes a newspaper for the
abuse of d~cretion, and lack of
serious as libel. We do not feel free exercise of its First Amend
representation of the student ; that it is the SBA's proper role to ment rights.
body." (Motion Number 13-15).
sit as judge and jury on that
For the foregoing reasons, we
charge, and it is disturbing to respectfully resign . ·
In our opinion, passage of Mo• tion 13-15 was tantamount to
realize that we did exactly that.
Daniel J. Marren
Moreover, an unsubstantiated
censorship. The majority sup
Former Third Vear Director
ported the motion to remedy the
attack on an organization based
Victor J. D' Angelo
allegations that it enumerated. It wholly on the size of its budget
Former Third Vear Director
was our belief that cutting The
is unwarranged. There were no
Opinion budget was not an ap charges of misuse of funds or
Alan D. Stewart
propriate means to athieve these
any other substantive financial
Former Third Vear Director
objectives.
basis upon which the cutting of
Kathleen A. Tenney
The Opinion's budget may other
We are opposed to the content
Former Second Vear Director
of many of the articles and edito
wise be justified.
Leslie A. Stroh
While the representative na
rials printed by The Opinion in
Former Second Vear Director
ture of an organization may be a
the past year, particularly those

Dear Editor(s):

The primary purpose of this
letter is to provide the student
body with an opportunity to con
sider a countervailing view to the
story which I assume will per
vade this edition of The Opinion.
The tradition of The Opinion has
been one which shows a clear
failure to represent both sides of
an issue; thus the necessity of
this letter.
Much discussion has followed
the decision of the SBA Board of
Directors to alter this news
paper's budget, by far the largest
of all student organizations, by
subtracting $1000 from their
$6520 figure. Cries of editorial
discretion and first amendment
were countered with those of
malicious attacks, irresponsibil
ity and a total loss of quality.
There were many issues raised
and discussed at the meeting,
and no member or student can
reach into the head of another
and claim to know the reason
why that representative chose to
vote the way he or she did . Aside
from their personal knowledge of
the allegations through reading
the paper, the Directors were pre
se11ted with other evidence and
arguments relating to the quality
of the paper, including explana
tions of episodes where the tone
and trend of entire articles had
been changed .
In Mark Katz's letter to the SBA
(4/15/85) he uses the analogy of
the magazine of which he is co
editor, In the Public Interest
(ITPL), which as always received
excellent reviews by those in the
field of Public Interest Law. This
analogy has one vital flaw which
lays out the primary issue of the
controversy: that is the high
quality level of ITPL. Mr. Katz I am
sure, recognizes the fact that
should ITPL lose its high quality,
the Board may feel obliged to
withdraw some of its support. (In
fact the magazine was rewarded
for its high quality by a budget
increase last year.) The issue fac
ing us as students is the quality
of the student newspaper. Even
those who resigned recognized
the fact that The Opinion has
sunk below a minimum level
when it relates to the quality of
the newspaper.
While the withdrawal oJ fund
ing from the budget of The Opin
ion may not have been the per
fect solution, we as people are
not perfect. The Board members,

all of them, stood up for what
they belie\led in, and for what
they felt was the proper action; .
no one can be condemned for
that. Those members who
passed the motion for the reduc
tion did whatthey did as possible
notification: raise -t he quality
level of your newspaper. This
leaves the editorial board a
chance to improve their report
ing tactics. The Opinion can, and
should, appear before SBA next
year after printing· several edi
tions and show how different the
"new" editorial staff is, and then
request the $1000 they need to
meet printing costs .
The bottom line remains that
due to the reprehensible actions
of The Opinion, majority of the
SBA Board of Director's with - ·
drew $1000 from the budget of
The Opinion. The Opinion must,
as well as all other student or-,
ganizations which receive their
power as direct result of their
chartering and funding by SBA,
use their delegated power re
sponsibly in maintaining the
quality of their stated objectives.
Once this is lost and the quality
has deserted the ·organization,
perhaps a withdrawal of some of
that power is necessary.
All student organizations must
realize that SBA does not merely
grant a charter and fund an or
ganization without maintaining
an interest in the group's ac
tivities. Every chartered student
organization which SBA funds
must ultimately answer to the
Board. Through By-Law 13 the
Board receives information as to
the activities of each and every
student group. Once the quality
level of those activities and their
ability to achieve the objectives
of the student organization de
creases, SBA as the representa 
tives ·of the students who pay
mandatory student fees, must
take action and withdraw some
of their support. While the poli
tics of each and every organiza- .
tion cannot agree with the poli
tics of each and every board
member (or students for that
matter) the quality of every
group must meet the standards
of the Board .
Perhaps if The Opinion neces
sitates full and unequivocal con 
trol of itself it should consider be
coming financially independent.
Until then situations similar to
this are bound to arise.
Lori Cohen,
SBA Vice-President

a

a

A few thoughts addressing the
issue of the SBA's recent deci
sion to cut The Opinion's budget
by $1,000.00 The goal of collect
ing mandatory student funds
(which have recently been
raised) is to support as broad a
spectrum of student activities as
possible. At one time The Opin 
ion, as the law school's sole
newspaper, reported on a broad
range of student issues and
therefore, was looked to by the
students as a forum for the free
exchange of ideas and debate.
Years ago, The Opinion reported
on ·events, policies, and activities
of the law school. In this capacity,

it served a vital and useful func
tion in our law school community.
Unfortunately, today this is no
longer the case. The paper has
become biased in its reporting,
attacking individual rather than
issues, and narrow in its scope
due to an editorial policy which
emphasizes continual repetition
of the same issues. The paper
has failed to undertake reporting
and investigation of a myriad of
issues central to the lives of law
students (i.e., the integrity of the
building, the future academic
and administrative leadership of
the school, policy decisions sur
rounding the composition of the
student body, the involvement of
the law school in the Buffalo

community, etc.) .
It is hoped that this budget cut
will serve a two-fold function : (1)
to give the new editorial board
an incentive to make the news
paper once again responsive to
the law school community; and
(2) put all SBA-funded activities
and groups on notice that they
must remain responsive to the
purposes for which they were
originally chartered in order to
continue
receiving
student
funds .

To the E~itor:
As Treasurer of the Student
Bar Association, I am happy that
the year is almost over and I look
forward to SBA-elections so that
I can relinquish my duties. The
events which took place at the
budget meeting have left me dis
illusioned and disappointed . I ap
proached the meeting expecting
responsible voting. The results
fell considerably short of my ex
pectations.
First, a question of proxy voting
arose. The Board voted not to fol 
low the Constitution and By-Laws
and instead chose to allow proxy
voting . To push through the vote
on this without clearly present
ing the issue according to SBA
Constitution was a shirking ofthe
Parliamentarian's duties. That
proxy vote was crucial in a num
be~ of items. A general proxy
vote is inappropriate especially
in a meeting at which approxi
mately $38,000 was being allo
cated . Each director should be re
sponsible for attending the meet
ings and the critical nature of the
budget should require direct par
ticipation in the proceedings.
Second, a motion passed which
cut the recommended allocation
for The Opinion by $1,000. Al 
though the proponents explained
that this was not a punitive meas-.
ure, the reason for the cut was
to promote accountability be
cause certain persons felt that
The Opinion was neither respon
sive to nor representative of the
student body. While I can ap-

preciate the cnt1c1sm of the
paper, it is intolerable to me to
use the power of the purse to
"promote'' more responsible
journalism. Five SBA directors ·
resigned at this point, and I re
spect their conviction on this
matter. Not only did SBA
penalize the incoming adminis
tration by crippling its budget;
the SBA also infringed on The
Opinion's
First Amendment
rights by attempting to censor it
thorugh the use of funds . There
are more appropriate and re
sponsbile ways to effect changes
in the paper.
Third, one group not only re
ceived money in excess of the Fi
nance Committee's recommen
dation, but it c1lso received
money in excess of its own
budget request. BLSA's rationale
in asking for an· increased budget
was that the Finance Committee
manipulated their request by re
allocating the money. However,
When an attempt was made to
reinstate their original request,
this was rejected. I can under
stand a group seeking to rein
state its original request; how
ever, to be funded mon~y in ex
cess of that request is irresponsi
ble on the part of the SBA.
The -final item I would like to
address is the funding, or the lack
thereof, of the Right to Life or
ganization. This SBA-chartered
organization had a recommended
allocation of $200- $10 for dup
licating,- $20 for office supplies,
$50 for a. conference and $.120 for

speakers. The two other new
groups, Amnesty International
and the Buffalo Labor Relations
Society, both received $200.
While I personally disagree with
the views espoused by Right to
Life, I was angry to hear that this
liberal law school did not see fit
to fund this organization in order
to increase awareness, by bring
ing in speakers and encouraging
debate on a controversial topic.
My rights were infringed upon by
the Board's refusal to fund this
group. I was disheartened to see
that when a belief is repugnant To the Editor:
of any precedent authorizing
to some people in this law
I have often considered adding censorship of publication for
school, the SBA is quick to deny
funding . Justice Holmes sums up my opinion to the increasingly espousing unpopular political
my feelings on this issue: "But heated debate regarding the role views.
By assuming positions of trust
when men have realized that of the Student Bar Association .
time has upset many fighting While the SBA has generated in a legislative body, SBA direc
faiths, they may come to believe numerous controversies during tors implicity subject themselves
even more than they believe the my tenure at U/B, its latest action to public scrutiny and criticism.
very foundations of their own fills my soul with rage. Certain If a legislator sponsors a resolu 
conduct that the ultimate good directors of that organization tion, he or she must personally_
desired is better reached by free now consider themselves not bear this burden. It goes with the
trade in ideas - that the best test only competent to espouse my so job.
Several SBA directors have
of tru!h is the power of the cial and political views (e.g., Gre
thought to get itself accepted in nada Resolution), but also to cen  once again shown their immatur
sor our law school newspaper on ity and incapacity to exercise the
the competition of the market."
responsibilities of public office. I
While performing my duties as our behalf.
As
aspiring
members
of
a
pro
wonder
how they_will fare when
Treasurer, I l:lave attempted to
manage our funds and to make fession committed to the rule of the far greater responsibilities of
responsible financial decisions. law and to the maintenance of our profession confront them.
After the meeting last Monday I constitutional rights, students of Quixotic idealism has no place in
realize that my con~ern for this this law school should feel out the positions of trust we will soon
organization and my belief in fair raged. Freedom of the Press is a assume.
I wonder what form of student
proceedings and just determina most cherished bulwark of our
freedom. The activist faction of 1?Ublication will exist when I re
tions was to no avail.
the Student Bar Association has turo in the future to U/B's ivory
Gena M . Peca violated the trust reposed in towers. Whatever the answer,
Treasurer, SBA them as directors. I am unaware the damage has·been done. You,

To the Editor:
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Beth S. Ginsberg
Third-year SBA Director
Cathy Wettlaufer
George A. T erezakis

at .M'eeting; Stllderits 'RespOnd Witl{'Le'tt€rS
the
silent, • non-participating
majo~ity of students, should
scrutinize this sad affair and ac
cept your responsibility for it. Next
year, you might consider electing
as your directors competent, re
sponsible individuals instead of
unscrupulous zealots. After all,

Pravda will never do as the pub
lication's new name. What about
The Opinion of the Student Bar
Association ... 7.
Very truly,
Michael E. Storck
3rd Year Student and
Glad to be Graduating

To the Editor:
As an SBA Director who voted
to cut The Opinion's budget
$1,000 from $6520 to $5520, I
would like to explain my deci
sion.
The purpose ·of the Budget
Hearing is not to blindly approve
every proposal that comes be
fore the SBA. Rather, the hearing
provides an appropriate forum in
which any organizatin within the
law school may come before the
board and justify its proposed
budget and explain to the stu
dent body -what it intends to do
with the- money allocated to
them . I feel that The Opinion
does not deserve the large
budget it requested, and it was
within my authority and proper
discretion to vote in favor of cut
ting its budget.
The deciding . factor upon
which my vote was based was
not my own disagreement with
tM editorial policies of The Opin
ion, but rather the blatant mis
management of funds, specifi
cally the pleth.ora of untouched
copies of The Opinion which clut
ter and ultimately become debris
in the mailroom every tV\1.._0
weeks.
The number of papers purch
ased by The Opinion is inversely
proportional to its cost, thereby

justifying its large circulation.
But, with a student population of
approximately 850 and a circula
tion of a·pproximately 2,000, this
saving seems hardly justified.
In light of the fact that distribu
tion is limited to law students, I
feel - it would be better to print
only 1,000 copies, which would
in turn eliminate unnecessary
cost and waste.
My justification for voting to
reduce The Opinion's budget for
1985-86 is stated herein. I urge
all directors who voted in favor
of the motion to publicly justify
or at least explain their positions.
Rose-Anne Landau
First-year Director
Editor's Note : The minimum
number of copies the printer will
charge us for is 2,000. Thus, even
ifwe were to order 1,500or 1,000
copies of an issue, it would still
cost the same. We decide to print
the 2,000 copies we pay for since
each issue is distributed to about
BOO law students, as well as fac
ulty, administration and Alumni
Association. Additionally, under
graduates pick up the paper as
they pass through O'Brian Hall,
copies are retained for archives,
and issues are sent along with
billing
to
each advertiser,
acknowledging publication of
their ad.

To the SBA:
I have no doul;>t that most of
the directors remaining on the
SBA are proud of cutting The
Opinion's budget by $1,000. It
was mentioned that the action
was not punitive, but was merely
to ensure future "accountabil
ity." The language of the motion
belies this.
As an editor of a law school
publication, I object when proce
dure is used to mold editorial
comment. That The ·Opinion has
been unfair and offensive is
beyond question. The practice of
answering letters to th, editor
and personally attacking their au
thors is unprofessional. Simi
larly, using the budget process·
as a cattle-prod is unethical and .
repressive._

All disavowals aside, the SBA's
action amounted to ni:> more than
a personal attack - witness re
peated references to "Bob Cozzie
and his cohorts." Earlier in . the
year, The Opinion launched an
offensive, sexist attack directed
.toward individuals in the SBA.
What The Opinion did in the
Onion, the SBA did in the April
15 budget meeting; however, the
targets in this case will laugh all
the way to graduation.
One final note about "accoun
tability." As an editor, I will only
be accountable to the SBA for my
expenditures. lll!Y _responsbility
for content and editorial com
_m ent goes to the public-at-large.
Mark D. Katz
Co-editor
In the Public 1/tterest

tivities of the organization are of
an educational, cultural, or social
nature. n
I am writing to inform the stu
The Law Student Right-To-Life
dent body about what happened
at the Student Bar Association Association is a newly SBA-char
Budget meeting this past Mon tered educational organization.
day night, April 15. It was a sad Its primary goals are to foster a
and sorry sight. At approxi forum of debate for the issues of
mately 8 pm, five SBA directors euthanasia, abortion, and infan
resigned and . proclaimed that ticide, and to examine the legal,
they refused to participate in social, moral, and medical ramifi
"something that amounted to cations of each of those issues.
censorship." Exit from those · Ifthere.is any misunderstanding
members was in response to a regarding the name of the group,
vote involving The Opinion's I would like to make it clear that
budget.
·
· the group is not affiliated with the
Interestingly enough, censor National-Right-To-Life organiza
ship was to raise its ugly head tion. We are not a political or
again when it 4?&me time to vote ganization. The 'nature as well as
Qn the budget for the Law Stu -the approach ofthe group is edu
dent Right-To-Life Associat_
ion. cational and ·informational, and
In that vote, SB~ set a new prece obviously the group does not ad
dent, and for the first time_in its dress a single issue, but rather
history, refused to fund an SBA an array of issues.
In short, Law Student Right-To
chartered organization. The
SUNY poltcy on student activity Life Association met all qualifica
fees indicates that among the tions for funding, yet was re
programs that the prescribed jected. One SBA member sum
mandatory student fees shall be marized the situation well by ·
und for is "assistance to recog stating that all that is going on
nized student organizations, pro here is suppression of a minority
.,ca,.,, UdMno
vided that the purpon and ac- point of__view.

To the Editor:

I
I

To the ~ltors:

As I write this letter, I stop and
consider what has prompted the
SBA to reduce the 1985-86
budget for The Opinion by
$1,000. Claims of "accountabil
ity" bear no weight or credibility
in view of the injustice that has
been wrought. I was the Editor
in-Chief of The Opinion for the
1984-85 school year, and its Bus
iness Manager from 1983-84: I
have experien·ced first-hand the
pettiness and irresponsibility of
certain SBA members during the
past two years.
What has been termed "un
fair," "objectionable," and "of
fensive" is another example of
the immature attitude prevalent
among the left-oriented law stu
dents who have managed to se
cure a position of power within
the law school. The word "libel"
was brought out during the SBA
budget inquisition. While our
editorials, articles, and re
sponses may have offended cer
tain individuals named therein,

To The Editor:

When recently engaged in a
discussion on conservative judicial principles, a fellow law student conceded that in principle
he agreed with me but felt compelled to keep .h imself "left of
center" because "the establishment" was so overwhelmingly
"conservative ." As I sat in the
sham meeting of the Student Bar
Association
"establishment"
Monday night, I wondered if witnessing this charade would have
changed his mind.
Flagrant inju.stice was running
high during the three and a half
hour SBA circus. Any organization that was not completely
aligned with the liberal "ethos"
was in some way attacked. The
Moot Court Board· was the first
subjected to leftist attacks, undoubtedly due to the fact that the
Board offers membership only
on the basis _o f merit and without
regard 'to race or sex (i.e., no
quotas). Foaming at the mouth,
the left managed to pass a resolution requiring the Board to explain all miscellaneous expenses
in writing (despite the fact that
receipts are 'already required for
all reimbursements).
The next opportunity for expression of hostility came with
the PAD budget. (Fraternities are
always a #suspect" class of organizations). After consid,rable
debate on the #exclusionary nature" of the organization (PAD
charges dues to fund events
rather than relying on SBA handouts), the budget ultimately was
approved.
So . far the lions had been
merely salivating, but The Opinion became the main course. Led
by Judy Olin and Beth Ginsberg,
a. mation was passed to cut The
Opinion by $1,000 to upunishu
the paper for its •defaming" articles and pictures against the two
and to •make the paper account-

there is no indicia of libel within
these writings.
Nothing published in The
Opinion was less than the truth
but;and I must·apologizeforthis,
we did not submit every article
to the SBA for its permission to
write about controversial topics.
When an SBA director is elected,
that individual should realize that
he/she will be subject to criticism
as an elected government repre
sentative of the law school. To
quote an age-old proverb, "If you
can't take the heat, get out of the
kitchen!"
Furthermore, because of the
secretive manner in which the
SBA has conduc;ted its affairs this
past year, The Opinion found it
self to be the sole conduit of in
formation as regarded the SBA.
For those of you who have been
here more than one year, it was
an editorial by The Opinion con
demning the Grenada Resolution
which prompted the passage of
_By-Law 14 for Special Resolu
tions.
The SBA, and I specifically

able" to and "more consistent
with the views" of the student
bo_
dy.
When five directors resigned in
protest to this act of censorship,
the "rapture-effect" allowed for
full -fledged tribulation . The Black
Law Student As~ociation budget
was increased by $200 to give the
organization the entire amount
asked for of $1550.
Next the Federalist Society
was nearly denied funding when
five directors voted in the nega
tive without explanation . After a
short break, tlie Black Law Student Association budget was
again increased to $1790, giving
the organization $240 more t/:lan
they originally requested from
the Finance Committee.
Finally, as the last order of bus
iness, the Law Student Ri1,1ht to
Life group proposed budget of
$200 was cut to zero because, as
one radical feminist stated, "this
group is a threat to my right as
a woman to control my own
body!"
The vicious attacks by the SBA
against every non-leftist organi
zation should be enough to make
anyone think twice about the
political nature of the uestablish
ment" (at least at U/B). The entire
SBA activity, however, merely re
fleets the attacks directed from
left to right 'that are occurring
throughout the country. We are
taught, of course, that it is the
#conservative
establishment"
which threatens basic individual
rights. In fact, though, the past
twenty years have given rise to
a new establishment so perva
sively and intolerantly leftist that
unew righr organizations are
persistently persecuted in ways
that are not Unlike the tactics of
our own SBA.
A few examples may prove en
lightening. At Dartmouth, a stu
dent lawfully delivering issues of
the conservative ·Dartmouth_Re
view• was attacked by an ad-

exclude those members who
voted against cutting The Opin~
ion's budget, has-the last laugh.
But at what expense? A new
editorial board must pay for this
insipid backbiting by sacrificing
a portion of its budget for unpub
lished newspapers? Or is this an
attempt to make the publication
of the law school's only indepen
dent (but not financially, as has
been
so
effectively
de
monstrated) newspaper subject
to the whims of the SBA; in fact,
to make it a privilege granted and
controlled by the SBA rather than
a .responsibility and forum of the
law student body? Unfortu
nately, it appears that any con
servative expressions (that is,
anything to the right of socialism,
Marxism, communism) will not
be tolerated by the members of
the law student government. So
be it. Hail The Pravda Opinion!
Sincerely,
Robert M. Cozzie
Former Editor-in-Chief
of The Opinion

ministrator who ultimately drew
blood by hitting the student in
the chest. (Poisoned Ivy, by Ben
jamin Hart, released last year ex•
plains in full the trials of conser
vatives at Dartmouth.) The Hawk
eye Review, a conservative
newspaper at the University of
Iowa, was banned from the cam
pus by the university's left-wing
administration for being "racist"
and "sexist" (the paper pub
lished articles against affirmative
action . and the ERA). At least
three chapters of the Federalist
Society have been denied recog
nition as student organizations at
other law schools and were
forced to seek court orders to in
sure the exercise of first amendment freedom of association.
The Maryland Right to Life As
sociation was similarly forced to
seek judicial intervention when
denied equal access to advertise
ment space made available to
pro-abortion groups on city
buses. Unfortunately, these are
not isolated occurances and at
tendance at any conference of
conservative organizations pro
vides an unlimited supply of
similar
accounts
occurring
throughout the country.
The fact is that groups origi
nally formed in reaction against
oppression have since managed
to gain significant influence.
They now employ the same rep
ressive tactics as they were sup
posedly designed to prevent.
With complete prophetic irony,
conservatives who have warned
that too much power in govern
ment will threaten individual
freedom have been forced to face
the consequences of their own
unheeded warnings. As evi
denced in our own law school
Monday night, the result has
been leftist oppression of all who
are perceived as a threat to the
new liber111 establishment.
Art Sdnta

Letters continued on page 6

This is the last issue ofThe Opinion for the semester.
Hopefully, we will resume next semester. Best of luck
on finals.
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SBA -ACtion CaJJed "Lett~
.
·•wing·Fascism''To The Editor:

I heard with horror of the SSA's
heavy~handed decision to lop
$1,000 from the '85-'86 The Opin
ion budget. The motion at the
April 15 meeting, presented by
two third-year directors, cited
several reasons, to wit : personal
attacks on individuals, libel ,
abuse of discretion, large budget
and lack of representation of the
student body. In the.ensuing dis
cussion, it was argued that the
paper was degrading to women,
and one person complained that
he had an article title censored.
This motion, and its sub
sequeot passage, are emblema
tic of the worst type of left-wing
fascism . I would be the last per
son to defend The Opinion as it
has appeared this past year ; it
was tasteless, reactionary and of
fensive. Nevertheless, the ap
proach taken by the SBA was no
more than a petty totalitarian
reaction to a group that they did
not (not without justification) ap-

prcve of. I will attempt to de
monstrate.
First, the claim of libel is not
true simply on the say-so of
those who are offended or their
apologists; to assume the truth
of such a charge and mete out
. punishment accordingly is the
sort of denial of fundamental due
process as to amount to sheer
vigilantism, and is reprehensible.
Second, if there was such
strong feeling that the editorial
board was behaving in a libelous
manner, why was no action taken
during the school year to deal
with it? (I cannot believe that, had
they so desired, SBA could have
held a plenary sessio11 to cut off
funds in January).
As to the charge of lack of rep
resentation of the school body,
this is a canard; the paper had
an open policy, which it adhered
to, of printing articles submitted
by anyone, as long as they were
not actionable ; if there was seri 
ous disagreement with the post
ure taken by those who edited

and wrote for The Opinion, they
could have; indeed should have,
been answered in print.
This closely relates to the claim
of lack of accountability; to
whom precisely is The Opinion
accountable? The only answer I
can see as defensible is that they
are accountable to the entire law
school student population. Does
the SBA presume to be coexten 
sive with the law school? I saw
no letters or articles of condem
nation of the paper from any
source this past year (which in
itself speaks volumes about us) .
As to the argument posited that
their budget was too large, what
does this mean? That they could
have done the same for less?
That other groups need the
money more? Or simply that cer
tain people didn't like the way the
paper spent their money? I be
lieve, all rationalizations aside,
that this is the crux of the matter,
and the disingenuousness of the
SBA does not hide the fact that
what we have here is a prime

example of vendetta politics.
Of course, the people against
whom the supporters of this mo
tion have their gripe will not be
here for next year's paper; it is
their successors who will bear
the brunt of this action . I was ·in
formed that this is irrevelant, as
next year's editorial board will be
no different, having been hand
picked by the outgoing board .
That argument holds no water;
after
all,
it
was
Dwight
Eisenhower who hand-picked
Brennan and Warren, and John
Kennedy who chose Byron
White, for the Surpeme Court.-At
the least, it is basely insulting to
the new editorial staff to pre
sume what they will say without
having heard it, as though they
could not think independently of
those who chose them.
It should be said that if next
year's The Opinion looks like this
year's, that it would be quite
proper to hold a referendum to
see if the students want their
money spent in that fashion . As

it stands, the SBA's action
smacks of the worst sort of polit
ical oppression; ifwe had a right
wing student government that
decided to cut off the NlG, the
screams would be heard in every
corner of campus, and rightly so,
regardless of whatever self-right
eous and high-toned explana
tions might be offered. I fail to
see the difference. This action is
embarrassing and shameful, and
should be recanted.
[Since writing this, I have been
confronted by the Federalist ar
gument that this action supports
their premise that Government in
and of. itself is an evil , and that
individual students should be left
to their own choices regarding
where to spend their fees. I disag
ree with this extreme reading
and am not ready to throw the
baby out with the bath water. I
in no way endorse the Federalist
position.]

by Dennis A. Cleary

CDO, Alumni Association Holds Career Panel
by Paul W. Kullman
long hours, emotional cl ients,
and problems collecting attor
ney's fees are just three of the
things a student planning a pri
vate practice in matrimonial and
family law can anticipate, accord
ing to attorney Sharon Town
send.
Townsend was part of a four
attorney panel which discussed
the practice of matrimonial and
family law at 3:30 p.m . on
Wednesday, April 10, in room
210 of O'Brian Hall. Twenty-two
students attended the discus
sion, jointly sponsored by the
U/8 Alumni Association and the
Career Development Office.
An attorney with the down
to-wn firm of Siegel, Kelleher,
Hirschorn, Munley & Kahn,
Townsend said her job involves
" a lot of pressure," often requir
ing her to put in 12- to 14-hours
days as well as work weekends .
"You really have to be dedi 
cated," she said. "In practicing
matrimonial law, you ' re dealing
with clients that are extremely
emotional. I do a lot of hand
holding, reassuring clients."
A 1979 graduate of the U/B law
School, Townsend's job also in
cludes work with adoption,
paternity, and divorce modifica
tion and enforcement cases. She
said one of the problems in work
ing in this area of law is that " no
body's happy in the end, and the
person who always gets criticized
is the attorney."
Another problem which a pri
vate attorney pr..cticing mat
rimonial law can often face is col
lecting fees, according to Town 
send . She said her firm works on

a retainer basis whereby a client
is quoted a specific price up-front
based on an initial interview. In
addition to this fee, which may
vary from $750 to $5,000, the
client is quoted a per hour rate
for the subsequent work which
must be done.
"We state all the fees up-front
now," Townsend said. "This is
because too many times we
don't get the money awarded to
us at the end . That's why we have
a retainer."
Townsend said a retainer fee .
alleviates the problem of an at
torney having to sue his own
client at the end of a case in-order
to collect fees .
"All this adds special pressure
to matrimonial law, especially if
you're a sole practitioner," she
said. "You have to be a good bus
iness person as well as a good
lawyer to keep yourself going. "
Turning to the public sector,
Richard Usen, an attorney with
the Erie County Department of
Social Services, said that while
working within a bureaucracy
has its drawbacks, it also has cer
tain advantages.
" You have less freedom than
private attorneys have in terms
of coming and going , and there
is no promotional advance
ment, " he said . "But I enjoy
greater independence in hand
ling cases. I can negotiate for
whatever settlement is proper.
No one checks your box scores
to see how many you've won or
lost, and this makes it easier to
practice."
An attorney with the c~nty for
12 years, Usen said ano her be
nefit he enjoys is workin 9-_
t o-5
days and having weekends and

holidays off.
One of 15 attorneys employed
in his department, Usen said his
work is almost exclusively done
in family court, where he deals
with problems of child support,
paternity, and child abuse and
neglect.

"In the matrimonial field, ex
Bernard Friedman, formerly an
attorney with legal Aid and now penses are outdistancing the
in private practice, pointed out money that can be set aside," he
that private practice cases have · said. "With matrirnonials, you
a tendency to get more compli  can never say to the client when
cated " because you're dealing it will end. The attorneys will
with people with potential as often make the client as unhappy
as the judge will."
s.ets," rather than indigents.

Usen said applications for pos
itions such as his are based on
civil service examinations and
range in salary from $22-48,000
per year.

NYC Interviews in Fall

Eugene Fitzgerald, an attorney
with the Civil Division of legal
Aid, characterized his job as "a
fun place" to work.
"The first day I came here I
liked it," he said. " I deal with a
lot of people in a rather relaxed
manner."
Fitzgerald said legal Aid is
composed of tl)e legal Aid
Bureau and Neighborhood legal
Services. Within the legal Aid
Bureau , there is a civil division,
a criminal division , · an appeals
bureau, and a law guardian's of
fice . Usen said the criminal divi
sion is a good place to work if
you want to be a public defender
" because you get a lot of people
thrown at you ." On the other
hand, an attorney in "the appeals
bureau usually spends a lot of
time in the library, according to
Fitzgerald . law guardians deal
with people 16-and-under and
" handle just about everything "
he said.
Fitzgerald said salaries of attor
neys with legal Aid range from
$20-40,000 per year.
"legal Aid is great as a career
or just as a stepping stone," he
concluded .
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presents
informal box luncheon at 12: 15 p.m .
Fifth Floor Fac~lty Lounge

with
Henry G. Williams
Commissioner of the New York State
Department of Environmental Conservation
on Wednesday, April 24, 1985
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FOR STATE AND LOCAL
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CDO has begun organizing its recruiting season
for the 1985-86 ao,ademic year. Members of the
Class of 1986 and ~987 should note:
On-Campus Interviews will begin on Sep
tember 11. Resume due dates are expected
to begin on August 26;
Off-Campus Interviews in New York City
are scheduled for October 4. Resumes will
be due approximately August 29.
A detailed schedule of employer interview and
resume due dates and other information will be
included with the Registrar Office's ·s ummer mail
ing of registration materials. Be sure that the office
has a correct address for you.
·
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by Victor R. Siclari
With the school year coming
to a close, it is an appropriate
time to . look back and recall
events ·that evoked controversy,
had an impact upon our liyes as
students, and/or were once im
portant but have now faded into
the recesses of our minds. The
following is meant ,to be such a
review, one over which people
can reminisce Or treat like salt in
a not-yet healed IJYOund.
The first issue of The Opinion
of the 1984-85 school year cov
ered several major announce
ments. Dean Headrick informed
the faculty at a meeting on Sep
tember 7, that he intended to res
ign as of August 31, 1985, but
would continue in the· position
until a replacement was found .
Rich Gottlieb and Rob Sant an
nounced their candidacies· for
SBA President and talked about
their qualifications and platforms
in a "Meet the Candidates"
forum 'and a presidential .debate.
Among the promises made by
Gottlieb, the winning candidate,
was .a more organized and cohe
sive SBA with ample publication
of agendas and issues to be .con
sidered at meetings. He also
planned greater involvement by
other officers, a student activity
fee referendum, greater enroll 
ment of students as members in
the ABA and NYBA, and greater
participation of Jhe law school in
decisions affecting it, such as the
unified commencement and the
impact of the management build
ing on the law school class
rooms.
Other events worth mention
includ~ the Desmond Moot Court
Board annouhcing its competi
tion, the Federalist Society prom
oting its ideologies as a new or
ganization, and the Buffalo Law
Review having selected its new
associate members. Also, there
were our columnists, Andy H.
Viets and Pudge Meyer, recount
ing their summers : Andy's day
to-day meanderings in California
and Pudge's "internship with the
Carson County D.A."
The next issue covered the re
sults of the ·sBA elections with
offices of president, vice presi
dent, treasurer and secretary
going to 't:iottlieb, Tony Torres,
G1na Peca and Lisa Roy, respec
tively. An article about Dean
Headrick's resignation explained
that the reason behind his deci
sion. was a desire to return to
teaching . Other articles covered
President Reagan's visit to Buf
falo to promote his re-election,
some thoughts on the presiden
tial political process, and ·com 
mentary on the not-yet-effective
New York Seat Belt Law. P.A.D.,
the law school fraternity, an
nounced its semesterly blood
drive, book sale and racquetball
party, as well as its record
number fall membership rush.
One month and three issues
into the semester, Unive~sity
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Provost Greiner started to as
semble a dean search commit
tee. Grainer's plans evoked con
troversy with student leaders
claiming underrepresentation of
law students by only having one
studeht on the committee. Coin
cidental was the release of statis
tics that showed the decline in
academic credentials of the first
year law students. Maybe
Greiner knew of the statistics be
fore he decided on how many
law students were to be involved
in the committee.
However, we know that the
Law School is held in repute else
where since the ABA/Law Stu
dent Division-Second Circuit
consisting of all fourteen ABA
accredited law schools in New
York, held its Fall Roundtable at
U/B. Also, U/B was l:tost to Jane .
Slaughter,. a labor newspaper
writer, who spoke on concession
bargaining and was sponsored
by the National Lawyers Guild
and Buffalo Area Metropolitan
Ministries.
U/B was an unfortunate host
to an incident where James Gra
ble, from the Immigration and ,
Naturalization Service of the U.S.
Justice Department, made ra
cists remarks in connection with
his recruitment visit. Grable re
ceived criticism and condemna 
tion from law student organiza
tions, to which he responded
with an apology. Embarrassing
as this was for the Career De
velopment Office, who invited
Grable, COO was redeemed by
its selection of Lionel Rigler as
Public Interest Career Advisor, a
newly created position .
Other new things at tile law
school were the informal box
luncheons sponsored by the
Jaeckle Center for State and
Local Government Law, a new
election for business manager of
The Opinion, and publication of
an SBA meeting and agenda. The
more familiar things by this time
were the .Meanderings column,
the continuing saga of Meyer's
internship with the Carson
County O.A., political commen
tary by a Federalist member, Cliff
Falk's humorous cartoons, and
Vic D'Angelo's insightful poetry .
In the fourth_issue of The-Opin 
ion, we find the SBA successful
in making Provost Greiner con 
cede to having two law student
representatives on the dean
search committee. Other good
news included the dedication of
the Koren Center, an audiovisual
area located on the fifth floor of
the library, new student mail
boxes to eliminate the doubling
up problem, and a moot court
competition that did not include
of
library
the
destruction
facilities, as did the previous
year's competition .
Conferences at the law school
{lbounded. There was the Mitch
ell Lecture on Feminist Dis
course, Moral. Val\JeS and -the
Law, and ·conferencps on En. vironmental Law Enforcement in
Western New York, and Jobs and
Economic Revitalization.
In November, there was some
appropriate commentary by Fed
eralist Society members on the
electoral college, as well as on
the D.C. Rep.r esentation Amend 
ment, and comparable worth .
Other articles detailed a large in
flux of transfer students from
Ohio law schools, a mock rape
trial held by Section One law stu
dents, and the oppo'rtunities pro
vided by the ABA/LSD and the
Alumni Association.
'
Some unnerving. news re•
vealed were the university's
plans for · a unified commence-

ment and the SBA's ~ast-minute
decision to refuse funding for a
fall formal at the Westwood
Country Club. However, the SBA
de9ision was not allowed to go
unnoticed as The Opinion con
demned it in a scathing editorial.
Nothing calmed down after the
Thanksgiving break as The Opin
ion and SBA members engaged
in further attacks over the
Westwood decision. The con
troversy became heated even
more when the SBA offered to
donate student activity fee
money for the Am erican Famine
Relief. After the SBA was in
formed by Joseph Stillwell, As
sistant to Dean of the Division of
Student Affairs, that such action
was beyond their powers, this
only gave support to The Opin
ion's denouncement of the prop
osal and added more fuel to the
fire .
On the lighter side of things,
the Moot Court competition
came to a close with Kathleen
Tenney and Matthew Metz
emerging as the winning team ,
narrowly edging out the team of
Candy Vogel and
Howard
Spierer. In addition to those stu
dents recognized for their briefs
and oral presentations, thirty
three second-year students were
invited to join the Moot Court
Board .
Other victorious teams were
Simplex II in the intramural
softball championship and One
L Sec. II in intramural football .
The closing comment for the
semester concerned the proce
dures and policies for final
exams, something we were all
looking forward to finishing.
The start of the spring semes
ter found the Law School in an
unsettled condition. Tony Torres
had to resign due to a bur'den
some scholastic workload, leav
ing the position of SBA Vice Pres
ident vacant. While Torres acted
out of concern for his inability to
properly serve students, other of
ficials were not quite so respon
sible. The university seemed to
turn a deaf ear on the problems
in the Law School. The seventh
floor continued leaking for the
fifth year in a row and pipes in
the library burst for a second y~ar
in a row. Of course, the internal
fighting between SBA and The
Opinion continued.
More productive were stu
dents Charlotte Sibley and Sue
Silverstein and CDC's Audrey
Koscielniak who atte'nded the
National Conference of Public In
terest Law Foundations, the So
cial and Commencement Com
mittees which jointly sponsored
a Blizzard Bash party at the Pine
Lodge, and student Dave Platt
who examined the policies on
·endangered species.
The second spring issue of The
Opinion carried new announce
ments: the inslallation of a faster
and more acourate automated
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The live performance of the Summer 1985 Pieper
Multistate Bar Review is completely subscribed.
No further registrations are bein·g accepted for
this location·.
·
Limited seating is still available for the tape loca
tion in New York City at the Madison Square ·
Garden Theatre on 31st St., between 7th and 8th
Avenues for the A.M. session given 9-1 pm and
the P.M. session given .6-10 pm.
Registrations are also still available for the tape
locations in Nassau, Suffolk, Westche_
ster, Al
bany, Buffalo, Syracuse and Washington, D.C.

Pieper New York-Multistate Bar Review, Ltd.
90 Willis Avenue
Mineola, New York 11501
(516) 747-4311
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36th AiJnuill -L aw Re·vue Pa;cks· Tralf ·c afe
Review of the Law Revue

Law Revue was a , great suc
cess. Thanks to the talents and
efforts of those involved in pro
viding the- entertainment, the
quality cif the Tralfamadore Cafe,
and the attentiveness and en
thusiasm of the audience, the
36th Annual Law Revue took a
major step towards leaving be
hind the problems that plagued
last year's edition.

For those of you who couldn't make it to the Tralfamadore Cafe
on March 24 this is what you
missed.
Three hundred seventy-five
people showed up · on a rain~
Sunday afternoon. Not too
shabby when you consider that
the Revue was competing the
NCAA regional finals and the
usual number of Sunday morn
ing hangovers.

The Hot Cargo String Band

Th,, Ho11 e_1wmmerJ -

"Men.H"h and Frl'l'llw11 "

should be commended for l~ying
The skits were not only funny running smoothly. and kept bad
the groundwo~k and setting the
but mercifully short. Very few jokes at a minimum.
Technic'ally, the show went off
level of quality for fu_ture Law Re- ·
jokes were beaten to death and
vues.
student abuse of the faculty without a hitch thanks to the gar
Although this_ production ran
seemed to be evenly distributed gantuan efforts put in by Peter
close to four hours it was an en
thanks to the Mike Onion radio Scribner at the lighting booth
joyable, fast moving, and pain
mystery thriller "Well, She Said." and Lori Cohen behind the stage.
Dan Elias· who gathered to
less four hours for both the per
and the ever soulful Charles Carr
gether the musical talent (as well
formers and the audience.
Moot Court Competition.
The entire Law Revue was
There was . poetry by Vic as performing in just about every
vic;teo taped and is available for
D'Angelo; -Tom Schofield recit musical act) and Howard Spierer
viewing in the A/V department.
ing the _alphabet backwards at a who coordinated the production
blistering pace; a brief case drill
team clad in its corporate best
trying to march and keep a beat ,
at the same time; and Supreme
Court Justices dancing to "I
Heart It Through The Grape
vine."
A major reason for the success
of this year's show was the over
whelming participation by first
. year students. Section One pro
vided the Revue with two skits:
Bad Ethical Theatre in which Cal 
vin Kl.ein, Dr. Ruth Westheimer,
·Paul Harvey, and the Queen of
England interjected their exper
tise upon sticky legal dilemmas
and "Let's Strike a Deal" which
allowed convicted felons to seal
their fate by selecting doors
Briefca.1·e Drill Team
number one, two or three.
From Section Two we had
"Th~ Honeymooners" which
hinted that Profs. Katz, Freeman,
and Mensch bore a subtle re
semblence to Ed Norton and the
Cramdens. Musically, the first
year provided the Revue with
guitarists Kate Barth, Andy
Winston, and Paul Karp as well
as pianist Steve Ricca.
The musical acts were of the
caliber of entertainment that nor
mally appears at the Trait on any
given night - when the admis
sion charge is substantially
greater than the dollar charged
for the Law Revue. It varied in
form from . the tight blue grass
harmonies of the Hot Cargo
String Band (charter members
Atleson and Engle insured the
bands continuance into the next
Mike 011io11 '.1· My.1·rery
two years by quickly signing on
some of the first year musicians
to replace the ba'nd's graduating
members) to the scintillating jazz
riffs of Lou Del Cotto and the Re
demptions and the pulsating
rock/fusion of the Steve Connelly
Band.
Prof. Majorie Girth provided
one of the afternoon's comic
highlights with her explanation
of-the many uses of the UCC Uniform Cohabitation Code.
M.C.s Randy Fahs, Ho.ward
Spierer, and George "Who Loves
Ya Baby" Villegas kept the show

photos by Victor R. Siclari

Ste1·e Connelly Band

Louie D and the Redemption.1·

Sandra Day and the Supremes

· M .C . Howard Spierer

John Kolaga (left} ~nflute 4ccompanying Mary Breen in "Send in the CltJWn.f"
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ter Tax Guide, this thing that that just makes it a little easier. A: Yes it is .. .
people · use when they work for But the only real courses worth Q: Even after 20 years you stil{
H & R Block. It was jusf all these· teaching, the only way to teach h1ve a close connection. We all
The following interview -was
rules, like if you're a policeman, is to get students challenged. know the Doug Flutie Rufe of Tax,
conducted with Law Professor
can you deduct for buttons ; and When you get out, the only kind and your daughter's going to
Ken Joyce in early March. Prof.
h
you look it up and that kind of of work that is going to satisfy Boston College-by t e way, do
Joyce will be leaving on sabbat
you
intellectually
is
work
you
are
you
just
have
one
ki~?
stuff.
ical after this spring to take a pos
A: Two kids. Michael's in his third
I came away saying to my fel putting your own creativity into,
ition as Research ·Director with
low students "tax ~sn 't law, what covering things nobody else has year at Canisius High School, and
the New York State Law Revision
the hell was it doi og in law done. That's where a lot of he'll probably be looking at
Commission (see accompanying
schools in the area.
school." As I became disabused money is going to be made.
article}. Joyce has a reputation .
of that notion, through discus Q: So why aren 't you out making Q: So how have you felt twenty
as being a lively and challenging
sions with Lou, I could see that a million dollars a year as a big years in "exile''?
instructor, who can take a subject
·
. A: Well, both my wife's family
it satisfied my interest in the time tax lawyer?
such as tax - potentially dry as _
A: Because I like teaching; I al- and my own have been in the
workings of administrative.agen
dust- and turn it into a fascinat
ways have. I don't think I could Boston area. And before we
cies, and also it is one of the few
ing, intellectual exercise.
last out there, unless I was bought a home in Buffalo we
courses where you get the mix
This interview took place fol
between 'the legislative _branch, plunked down into the middle of bought a cottage in Cape Cod,
lowing a Tax II class where sev
a big firm ...;,here I was treated as which we still own· but haven't
the judicial branch and the ad
eral groups of certifiably normal
a professor; allowed to do re- gone to in the last five years beministrative-executive
branch.
law students lingered after class
to question each other as to what
B's basis in Blackacre was after
some extraordinarily compli
cated transaction. Joyce and Lou
De/Cqtto both teach Tax I and fl,
and have co-authored several
scholarly articles on tax subjects.
The interview took place in
Joyce 's office, which was incred
ibly unkept, even by law profes
sor standards. Piles and piles and
piles of papers and books lay on
every horizontal surface. Rumor
has it he is the only faculty
member to have a work-study
student assigned to clean up his
office.
For two hours, the Professor
spoke on his upcoming plans, his
background, and on his progress
- or lack thereof - in grading
exams. Joyce speaks in an unre
constructed South Boston ac
cent, despite twenty years on
Lake Erie. A Red Sox and a Bruins
pennant adorn the walls.
After graduating from Boston
College Law School in 1961, So I thought I'd give it a try ; and
cause it has suffered great phys
Joyce served as a law clerk to the more I got into it the more it
ical depre~iation. And believe it
Judge Paul Clerk of the Mas interested me from a theoretical
or not there's a problem with the
sachusetts Supreme Judicial point of view, a teaching point of
deed. When we first came here,
Court. He planned eventually to view. Anp ovel'the years it seems
we would spt;nd a couple
go into teaching, specifically in to have be·en challenging to stu
months in the summer at Cape
search and advise lawyers and
administrative law, and so dents, which is good. Once they
Cod. We've been going less and
things like that - I've worked in
clerked with the l)nited State got over the initial fear of it, they
less, but still try to go for a couple
Court of Appeals for the District seem to enjoy working with it. the "real world," but it' s not been
weeks each year.
of Columbia Circuit. Forty per It's a good vehicle for challeng with clients. The idea of repre
My wife has been a teacher 6f
cent of the work of the D.C. Cir ing them, challenging their senting people on a day-to-day
handicapped children all her life.
basis, drawing instruments cuit involves Administrative Law. analytical skills.
She began the first program for
that's not what I would do well.
In his third year out of law school,
autistic children in the City of Buf
he received a Ford Fellowship in 0 : I have to admit that I was ex I'm sure if I had to I could make
falo. I've enjoyed· Buffalo, en
legal education, and received his pecting something somewhat a living out of it, but that's not
joyed the faculty, enjoyed my
what I want to do. I think that's
LLM at Harvard.
work very much. I've maintained
similar to what you just de
why most teachers stay in teach
my. family contacts, but frankly
Q: How did you end up at Buf scribed that you went through;
ing . It's certainly not that it's
and I found it amazing that you
Boston now is to me a nice place
falo?
easier.
to visit. We've always planned to
A: One of my administrave law could approach tax in this highly
Q : You look like you're having
retire to Cape Cod, but that's
professors at Harvard was a theoretical matter.
the time of your lift!up there, pac
A
:
If
you
work
at
it
looking
for
down the line.
former U/B Law Dean, Louie
ing up and down, making- little
Jaffe. When I was looking for that, looking to develop that,
x 's on the brick wall . . .
teaching jobs, he said "Did you you'll get there. You can come at
Q : In Albany, though, you'll be
A: I am. I am having a good time.
ever think of Buffalo," and I said other courses of law like that. For
closer to where they speak nor
But let's take today's class as an
- where's Buffalo," and he said, exampie, at many places anti
mal English.
example. I've been teaching that
" You get on the New York Thur- t rust is taught as a series of rules
A: To the extent that Albany
particular area for maybe ten
., way and you drive and you drive that you get out of cases. B4t
makes our family within shoot
years. I spent three and a half
and you drive. " I interviewed that's not a good antitrust
ing distance, we' ll be able to have
hours the other day on a train
here, liked the people, and began course. You have to get into the
more contact. But professionally,
lrom Buffalo to Albany preparing
teaching here as an administra economics, the business prac
I've never been dissatisfied with
for today's class - just today's
tices, the mesh between theory
tive law instructor.
this place such that I would be
class. So when I'm having the
and cases, things like that. And
Q: When did you get into tax?
looking for greener pastures. I
time of my life it's because, God
A: It wasn't until five or six years that's the good antitrust course.
think that the facility for profes
damn it, I've worked for that. And
later that I began to get interested
And I'm sure you can· say that
sors here is far better than most
it's very satjsfactory to see how
in tax, primarily because of my
about any of.these courses.
places, far better. As far as the
it works out.
Some of the common la"!"
association with Lou Del Cotto. I
staff that we have and the sup- .
Q: Buffalo is some distance from
had no interest in tax. I hated tax courses lend themselves to
port that we have in my areas,
Boston ...
in law school. We used the Mas- theoretical development, but

by Peter &:ribner
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The Tax Man
from Boston

Professor
Joyce
Takes a
One Year
Leave
from UIB
- Page

by Peter &:ribner
U/B Law School Professor Ken
Joyce will be leaving the school
on sabbatical after this semester
to take a full:time position as Re
search Director of the State Law
Revision Commission. Although
he will be returning here to teach
next spring, Prof. Joyce is not
certain at this time what his plans
will be after then.
Joyce, who has been teaching
at U/B for twenty years, has been
associated with the Commis.sion
as a consultant in the powers and
trust area since 1971. He has
beer;, working part-time as the
Commission's Research Director
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since last October. Last semester
he went down to Albany for a day
or two at the end of each week;
this semester he makes the trip
at the beginning of the week each
week, all while maintaining a full
time teaching load here. In fact,
his seminar this spring has in
volved student research in vari
ous areas the Commission is
working on at this time. Some o~ •
this student research may even
tually result in legislative enact
ment's .
. The Law Revision Commission
re1>;9rts to the New York State.
Legislature, and suggests im
provements of New York sta
tutes. The Commission's work

runs the whole gamut of · NYS
Civil J,.aw. For example, current
issues being studied include
child custody, attorney fees in
eminent domain.,. proceedings;
the-tort of malicious prosecution,
problems in the domestic rela
tions law, and gubernatorial ina:
bility (similar to the 25th Amend
ment in the U.S. Constitution).
Staff attorneys and consul
tants assigned to these studies
write up reports similar to law re
view articles on defects and
anachronisms in current law, and
suggest legislative changes. The
job of Research Director involves·
supervising these studies.
Joyce enjoys the Commis-

you really couldn't ask for any
thing more. On the other band,
at this point I can be autonomous
enough so that even if I we_n t to
a hell hole as far as a faculty, I
could to some extent rise above
it.
Q: There are various things that
students find disconcerting. One
is grades that seem to take
forever to get reported. Various
professors seem to be associated
with this, and somehow you
have made the first team. How
does this happen?
A: Why don't I get grades in ear
lier? Complete procrastination.
This is to say . . . there are people
who get their grades in earlier
than a lot of people. I have to
think that grading papers, grad
ing bluebooks is not as ~istaste
ful to them as it is to me. I abso
lutely hate it. There are very few
things that I can think of that are
worse. Riding on an airplane is
probably the closest. As the
years go on, the only harder
thing in terms of being a profes
sor thcln grading papers is mak
ing up examinations. Bu°{ Q.hce
yo4 do it, it's done. Butthese blµe
books are forever. Once you get
into them, as eventually you
have to, they're not as bad as-you
always thought they were_. But
that' s just the procrastination
syndrome as applied to blue
books. That's not an explanation,
ar\d certainly not a justification,
but it is the plain truth of the mat
ter.
0 : Based orTthat, what work with
the Commission do you expect
will also be distasteful?
A:The work of ttie Commission
is comparable to what I h·ave
been doing as a professor; writ
ing for publication. You have a
lot more control over the subject
(compared to writing an exam) ;
it's doing what you want to do
rather than what you have to do.
When you do an examination,
you' re really doing a chore that
you have to do that you would
never do. I mean, who the hell
would ever give an examination
or take one unless they had to.
Whereas this kind of thing is
more creative. On the Other
hand, when it gets down to the
nitty gritty, it's just like any editor
wi1I tell you : it's wonderfu.I to
have these great thoughts, but
try to put them on paper in a way
that communicates them to other
people . .. it is drudgery. But
then when you get through with
it, it's nice. You say, et's go have
a beer.

Professor Joyce has de
monstrated -that it is possible to
be lively, interesting, and a first
rate academic instructor and
schqlar. I would. like to express
· my appreciation for the time he
gave for this interview, and even
more for the time he has given
to his classes and his students
over the past twenty years, and
to wish him well in his new op
portunity with the Law Review
Commission.

sion's wide- ·scope of activity,
especially since most of his work
here has been restricted to the
tax field. " It gives me a chance
to get into things that I have re
ally not looked into since law
school, because I've been teach
ing in an area that more or less
commands your entire atten
tion, " he said.
Joyce emphasized that his sab
batical and Albany and sub
sequent uncertain _plans do no~
arise from any dissatisfaction
with teaching or this law school,
but rather sugg~st the po88iblity
of new career goais.

Defector Desci-Jbes·Russian Legal System
by Timothy J. Burvid

Speaking from personal ex
perience, Professor Lev Pevzner
presented a detailed lecture ·on
law in the Soviet Union on March
21st in Knox ·Hall. Sponsored by
the U/B Russian Club, the lecture
covered Soviet Law in gener~I as
well as differences between
Soviet and American law in par
ticular branches o·f law. Professor
Pevzner practiced law in -Lenin
grad for nearly forty years, be
fore emigrating to the United
States in 1980. Presently, he is a
Professor of Law at the Univer
sity of Indiana and a paralegal in
Indianapolis.
According to Pevzner, the most
important d_ifference between
the legal systems of' the Soviet
Union and the United States is in
the nature and function of the
judiciary. While there exists . in
the U.S.S.R. a system of appel
late courts, their role is almost
exclusively limited to procedural
review. In no court may a judge
or lawyer challenge .the constitu 
tionality of a law.
While the lecture-was basically
informational, Pevzner critically
commented on this aspect of the
law. "While in the U.S., there
exist three balancing parts, the
judicial, .the legislative, and the
exec1.1tive, in the so·viet Union no
judicial body looks for the con
stitutionality of the law." Pevzner
added that there do exist some
ways in which laws are reviewed.
Chief among these is through
the Office ·of the Procuracy. The
Procurator General and his
agents examine laws to deter
mine whether or not "they cor
respond to the letter of the con
stitution." While they cannot de
clare a law unconstitutional, they
make presentations to the legis-

lative body promulga_ting the
law, who, in their own discretion,
may reform the law or reject the
presentation, A less dramatic
way of reviewing the law comes
through natural legislative re
form .
Another peculiarity of Soviet
Law, according to Pevzner, is the
absence of a jury system . Judges
decide questions of both law and
fact, consider mitigating or ag
gravating . circumstances, and
pass sentences. Trials take place

housing _from the State, there ·is
no landlord tenant law. Pevzner
stressed ·that while . such laws
seem strange to Americans, they
naturally result from the Soviet
economy.
The Soviet Union also differs
in various ways in the field of
criminal law. Soviet defendants
apparently do not fare as -well in
the criminal justice system as
their American counterparts.
.There exist no provisions against
self-incrimination, such as the

ing the number of offenses.
Other unique forms of punish
ment include the correction tax,
a small percentage taken from a
worker's weekly wages for up to
two years, and assignment to a
new job, probably for less pay.
In sentencing a defendant, an
io,portant feature of Soviet Law is
the treatment of ·intoxication as
an aggravating circumstance.
Despite state efforts to stem the
tide of -rising alcohol abuse by
continually raising prices, al
cohol consumption is ever in
"Despite State efforts to stem the ti<!e of rising
creasing and lies at the root of
alcohol abuse ... alcohol consumption is ever
many crimes. Pevzner estimated
increasing and lies at the root ofmany crimes. '.'
that 90 percent of all disorderly
behavior arrests involve drunken
before three ••judges," one pre~ Miranda warnings. There is no
defendants, and that "not less
siding judge, and two lay asses grand jury. Every facet of the pro
than 75 percent of all bodily in
secution
is
handled
by
the
police,
·sors. The presiding judge us1,1ally
jury cases, including rape and
has· at least three years of legal and then the Prosecutor's Office.
murder, are caused by drunken
On
the
other
hand,
there
are
strict
experience, and is "elected" as
defendants." If a defendant com 
laws dealing with evidence.
the sole candidate for that office,
mits a crime while intoxicated,
All
the
material
collected
by
chosen by the Min.i stry of Justice.
the sentence is automatically ex
The lay assessors are workers, the investigator, the police or the
tended or increased unless the
elected by workers' collectives, KGB, must be in writing . All court
judge specifically justifies a deciin area industry or farming. "To room testimony has been previ
ously
taken
down
in
writing
and
gether, the three take part in the
administrat_
ion of justice," Pevz signed by the witness, . inves
ner indicated, and each has an tigator, or defendant, so that tes
equal voice in judicial determina timony in court when the trial
takes place cannot be altered.
tions.
Defendants also do not fare
Pevzner later addressed laws
that are idiosyncratic to · the very well in the distribution of Following is a list of student
Soviet Union, because of the punishment. A person may be names, along with the course
and the teacher or activity, who
very nature of the Soviet State. sentenced to capital punishment
were
recognized
for their
For example, as would be ex for eighteen crimes, including
an
Honors
work
in
exemplary
bribery,
rape,
and
foreign
cur
pected, private entrepreneurial
Convocation held Wednesday,
activity constitutes a criminal of rency offenses, but not including
April io, 1985 in the Moot Court
fense, as does corrupt actions by various state offenses also
Room.
state employees in the market punishable as capital offenses.
First-Yttar Box Prize
out
that
the
list
Pevzner
pointed
place. The sale of gasoline and
(for overall c;,utstanding work)
other lubricants is illegal, due to of capital crimes has been in
Ann Baker, Chris Beida, Brenda
creasing since 1950, when capital
the scarcity of oil.
Bland, Quincy Cotton, Matt
Since there is officially no pri punishment was reinstituted
Fusco, Dianne Russell, Caroline
after·
a
three
year
moratorium,
vate business, contract law does
Silk, Martin Tykinski .
not contain any provisions for but there has been a recent trend
against
using
capital
punishment
dealing _
w ith commerce law, Like
Mugel Tax Competition
wise, because all citizens lease and towards eventually decreasJohn Garas
Went to semi-finals
Steve Schop
3rd best ora)ist

StudentS Honored
For Accomplishments

BLSA Alive and Well at UIB
Once again, the Buffalo chap
ter of the Black Law Students As
sociation has sponsored or sup
ported an important array of ac
tivities.which have enhanced the
quality of law school life in gen
eral and, of·course, for minority
students in particular. In addition
to its overall yoal of increasing
minority participation in the
American legal profession, BLSA
views itself as an important ad
junct to the social, emotional and
educational life of minority stu
dents. As a general proposition,
the efforts of the U/B chapter
have focused on ac.tivities which
aim to make this law school more
hospitable and r~sponsive to the
concerns of minorities. In addi
tion, however, BLSA seeks to
provide a social and emotional
support group for students un
dertaking the always challenging
and sometimes trying experi
ence of acquiring a legal educa
tion.
BLSA's initial activity for this
11cademic year has been its co
sponsorship along with LANALSA
of a two-day orientation for
minority students and students
in the Legal Methods Program.
This orientation was an early way
of finding out about the law
school and the program, explor
ing the range of student attitudes
and reactions to it, and creating
an Initial kind of bonding among
minority students -and legal
Methods students which was un
doubtedly helpful insofar •s de
veloping the support system(s) si
essential to law school.
BLSA also sponsored the an
nual Law Day program which
was the most successful ever in

sion not to impose the extra pen
alty . "Thus, if a defendant has
been drunk and committed rape,
the court is duty bound to give
reasons why the drunk should
not be treated as having commit
ted the crime with ·aggravating
circumstances," Pevzner stated.
Professor
Pevzner
also
touched briefly on other areas of
Soviet Law, including Family
Law, Inheritance ·Law, and the
Soviet Constitution. Later, he
fielded questions from a small
but inquisitive group for nearly
an hour, addressing such issues
as abortion, contraception (not
as technologically advanced as
in the U.S., he admitted), legal
education, women's role in the
legal system (more than half of
Soviet judges are female), and
the freedom of religion. Present- .
ing an essentially informational
and non-controversial lecture, ..
Professor Pevzner managed to
touch on a large variety of topics.

terms of the .number of people
attending. Law Day is an effort
to identify potential minority stu
dents who may be interested in
pursuing legal careers. While as
a recruitment vehicle its impact
is largely local, it is a way of get
ting the word out about U/B Law
School and thereby increasing
the pool of potential applicants.
The Frederick Dou..9lass Moot
Court _C ompetition was another
important activity engaged in by
BLSA. The Douglass Moot c;ourt
is a national competition- whose
focus is on Civil Rights litigation.
It is broken down into eight reg 
ional ·competitions with the winner
of these going on to determine
the national winner. The North
·~astern regional in which Buffalo
competed was held at Syracuse
University Law School. Of the ten
law schools on hand, ·Buffalo
sent the most teams (3) and while
none advanced to the national fi
nals it was an important and rele
vant educational experience for
all those who participated. .
BLSA has also .sponsored ac
tivities that have been purely so
cial in nature. One example was
a benefit basketball game with
radio station WBLK. Intended as
an orgariizational fund raiser, the
game raised more laughs than
dollars. Becifuse -the 'BLK team
resorted to using a few "·r ingers"
the bell game was somttthing oJ.
. a rout. Unfortuf'!ately, for the next
few days the BLSA team also had
to endure the ignominy of being
lambasted over the radio ~Irwaves by a -400-pou nd ~e~Jay
whose only .persor,al contr1bu-~.
tions to the victory ware a couple
.of devastating pick-and-rolls plus

the ability to totally engulf the
middle of the lane.
Also in a social vein have been
the pot-luck dinners co-spon
sored with LANALSA. The most
recent affair boasted a gourmet
spread of international cuisine
that provided not only good eats
but also an opportunity to in
volve families, spouses and "sig
nifica~t others" in the law school
experience .
BLSA has also co-sponsored or
provided financial assistance to
other worthwhile groups and ac
tivities. Among ·these were the
South Africa Support Group and
its recent film program on apar
theid. Underlying such suppor
tive efforts is ·a willingness to
coalesce with other organiza
tions who may have like interests
and concerns. BLSA does not see
itself as a one_-issue organization
or as acting in a political vacuum,
but rather is eager to work with
any group or individual around
progressive issues or Ideas.
BLSA's final planned activity
for this academic year is a Recog
nition Luncheon to be held at the
Kensington Place restaurant in
Buffalo. This. is the second of
what is hoped will be an annual
event.. The luncheon is held to
honor and award this year's
minority graduates of the Law
School and will feature as key
note speaker a minority promlnent in the legal profession.
Finally, it should be noted that
the mantle of organizational
leadership has been passed on.
Our office is located in Room 506
- O'Brian Hall.

First-Year Meiselman Award
(for best work)
Ma.ry Ann Babinski
Moot Court Cardozo
Entertainment and
Communications Law
Competition
Alan Pleskow
Best oralist
Eric Turkewitz
4th best oralist
ABA Appellate
Advocacy Competition
Art Scinta & Rob Sant
Quarter Finals

J. Braxton Craven Competition
(Best Brief)
Rich Gottlieb, Ed Markarian,
Mark Mulholland

Course

Students

Teacher

Civil Procedure

Quincy Cotton
Marc Alpert
Matthew Fusco
Karen Hassett

Spiegelman
Olsen

Property/Natural Resources

Ann Baker

Meidinger

Con/Torts
Constitutional Law
Property

ChrisBieda
Chris Bieda
Chris Bieda

Mensch
Freeman
Freeman

Con/Torts

Quincy Cotton

Lindgren

Property I

Margaret Abate

Kaplan
Ewing

Criminal Law

Peter Abdella

Torts/Conflict Resolution

Mary Anne Bobinski Engel

Conflict Resolution/Field
Studies

Mary McManus

Engel

Con Law I

Walter Ramos

Albert

Criminal Law

Charlotte Sibley

Binder

Labor Law

-"
Matthew Metz

Atleson

Master & Slave ~eminar

Dara Silberstein

Binder

Clinic

Terry Brown-Steiner Carpenter

Clinic

Ilana Gruebel

Gerken

Sex-Based Discrimination

Diane Russell

Girth

Consumer Protection

Kevin Ketchum

Girth

Debtor-Creditor Relations

Sarah Ayer

Girth

Law &Public Education

JohnKol~ga

Newhouse

Sales & Secured Transactions Mary Breen

Schlegel

Taxi

Ann Baker
Marla Brown
Ed Peace

Del Cotto

Corporate Tax

Cindy Algase

Del Cotto

Corporations I

Mitchell Banas
Douglas Edwards
Joseph Coleman

Schaeftler

Corporations II

Susan Laluk-Schultz Schaeftler _,

HealthCare

Paul Chiaravalloti

Albert

Taxi

Charlie Alexander

Joyce
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Pudge' s Corner:

Cliff Barney's Health Spa Saga: Conclusion
by Pudge Meyer
A few months passed, and
Chuck got fired for not cleaning
the water-fountain.
It had been about two weeks
since Misty and I bumped into
each other wt,ile food-shopping
at Frankie's Farm Market. I usu
ally get a little up-tight in the Mar
ket, and as I began talking to her,
the back of my neck was feeling
very damp. She was staring in
my shopping cart. I figured that
would blow my chance. I was
wrong.
"Wholly cow, Cliff. Look!" She
pointed to my cart. I couldn't be
lieve it any more than she could .
Boneless turkey breast, sliced
turkey breast, brown rice, lentils,
dietetic salt, three bottles of club
-- 'soda, whole wheat honey-and
ra1sm
bran-bread ,
Planter's
Cheese Balls and a small thing
of dental floss - that's exactly
what I had!
Well, not exactly - I had a big
thing of dental floss . No matter.
From that moment on, we
realized that we were made for
each other. I gave her a quarter
so she could call her husband
and tell him that.
I saw her the following day at
the spa . She told me that her hus
band was very understanding . I
figured she could set him straight
... She started walking back to
one of the ofices . "Hey Misty how about that quarter you owe
me?"
I eventually established a love
hate relationship with the life
cycle . I was up to twenty minutes

on level eight. Somebody said
that means that on a sunny day,
I could ride to the Amish country
and back in thirty-five minutes.
.In fact, that's · what I usually
wished I was doing, rather thq,n
have to talk with some of these
zimheads.
"Hey, yo, man, yeah."
I looked to my left. This guy
was wearing a funny red ban
dana . I grudgingly said hello.
"Yeah, man, the name's Ray 
as in Ray of Hope - because
that's what people need if they
gonna deal with me. Hey, you
know something? I never seen
you nowhere - how could that
be? What are you, new in town? "
I cou ldn't take much more of
this. "No, I'm not new in town .
Forgive me if I didn't check in
with you when I moved here six
years ago."
"Hey, baby, don't get wise ."
We peddled in silence for a few
minutes. I guess he didn 't know
how to handle me. He · started
over with some light conversa 
tion . " I can't wait to get my
wheels back." I knew I had him
intimidated, so I began taking
liberties.
"Oh - are your roller skates in
the repair shop?"
"What's this bit with the roller
skates? I'm talking about my rig,
my wheels, my baby. "
"Your baby?"
"Yeah. She's the· hottest four
wheel drive thing you ever seen .
Fitted with those new Gandy
struts handles smooth as
tequila. Yep - I love that pick-up
more than life itself." I had heard

someone finds jobs fo"r these
that expression before - but
guys far away from real people.
never about a pick-up truck. This
I walked over to the sit-up
guy had -t o have mashed
boards. I had just sat down when
potatoes under that bandana. He
.Ray came charging over and
kept right on talking .
"Yes sirree - I'm a Forrester. yelled, "Get up, you fool - I'm
doing sit-ups now." I laughed,
I ,ride that baby up and around
backwoods trails as part of the thinking he was kidding.
efforts of the new preventive
He wasn't. He punched me
square in the head. Out of in
forest fire team. You see, puttin'
out fires jest ain't good enough
stinct, I told the referee I was
okay. I "thought I saw another
- too much damage. We try to
git 'em afore they start."
punch coming toward me. It
"Sounds like a pretty dull job."
never landed. I eventually
"Oh, it is at times. But I got
realized that Dorianne, who was
. fourteen speakers hooked up doing betiind-the-neck presses
playing the best Pat Benatar; we with 180, dropped the weight,
bring a couple of cold burritos - _ came running over and got him
no, about eight of them - and
in a bear-hug . He couldn't break
me an' my partner play trivia . ..
it.
Hey, listen to the one he got me
Things calmed down, and he
on yesterday : W.hat was _the
left. "Thanks, Dorianne. And he
name of the pet monkey on the thanks you, too - because I was
show Lost In Space?"
about to lose my temper. Did you
"That's easy - Debbie."
find that piece of pipe he hit me
"Darn it I couldn't re with?"
member, and he wouldn't tell
She laughed. "Buzz
off,
me. Yep - Debbie. It must've squirt."
took them quite a while to find a
Misty had come out after hear
monkey with pointed ears . ..
ing the commotion. Then she
How about this one : What .star caused some of her own. "Yeah,
of Bonanza also played on a seg Cliff - I' m glad you are all right
ment of the Three Stooges?"
. . . I just got off the phone with
He had me there. When I was
Bill "Big Bill " Harris. He's the
young I wasn 't allowed to watch
majority shareholder · of Scan
any silly shows. In fact, I didn't dinavian Health, Inc. Says he
see my first episode of Bona.nza wants me to spearhead the new
until I was twenty.
facility."
"You give up? It was Hoss "That's great - where is it?"
Dan Blocker. He played a mad
"At the St. James Club, on
scientist. Boy, was that funny .
Antigua ."
Yekyek-yek. "
"But - " My heart fell to
That was all . I left him like a my shoes. "But that's over an
helium balloon in a three year hour away - I've never been
old's hands. It's a good thing that over an hour away .. . I can't, I

just can't go with you."
· "Cliff, you poor boy. You mis
undertand me. Of course you
can't come with me. We both
know that could never work. This
is good-bye."
She walked o'ut. I was devas
tated. I did what I always do got in my car and headed straight
for Frankie's Farm Market. My
eyes were so watery that I did
some fake sneezes so people
would think I had an allergy.
"Bless you ." I turned around
to say thanks. It was Misty.
"But what - but what are you
doing here?" I stammered.
"Same as you - I had to rush
over and get some cheese balls.
And I got something else - I ex
changed my round-trip ticket for
two one-way fares. Come on, we
have to hurry!"
I knew my little scene back at
the spa would work. In fact, the
whole scheme was over. I
thanked all the participants, in
cluding Bill "~ig Bill" Harris, who
is, of course, my uncle.
Misty and I have been living at
the St. James Club for two years
now. Whenever it gets dull I lis
ten to some good Pat Benatar I can't stand -bad Pat Benatar and eat some cold Burritos. You
ever hear of Alvarez, Alvarez, ·
Newman and Alvarez? I figure
they'll open up an office down
here one of t-hese years. They'll
need me, because I speak the
local jive. Yes, I'd say things
worked out exactly according to
plan .

Warn1 People Compensa_te for Buff's Low Teiµps
by Alan Stewart
-

Warning : Those (few) readers
who derive comic relief from my
articles should turn the page and
look elsewhere. What follows is
not written for laughs.
The Opinion has done it, th e
SBA has done it, and various stu 
differing back
dents from
grounds have done it. Th ere's no
keeping track of the number of
individuals and groups who have
aired their positive and negative
thoughts regarding the Law
School in the nearly three years
that I've been here . Well, it's my
turn now.
I've received more Q's than
otherwise, and have faced my
share of unfair exams and unfair
professors in the past few years.

Is it a wonder that with all this,
and the arctic weather to boot,
I'll miss this school when I leave?
Not really.
With all of the moaning and
whining about the grading sys-·
tern, one might think that a cost 
benefit analysis would favo r a
change from O's and H's to B's
and A's . So why do I sit here
satisfied with my O's and H's?
Simply put, becasue the trad e-off
was worth it for me.
Call it a " false " atmosphere of
decreased pressure, call it the
wholesale herding of stud ents
into one category - " Q Stu
dent," and criticize it as you wish.
So long as you recognize the pos
sibility of a more comfortable
academic experience with the
present sy:,;tem , you can fire

1984-85 Year in Review
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circulation system in the Law Li 
brary; the organization and pro
duction of the annual Law Revue;
opportunities for students to
meet and talk with prospective
faculty ; the declaration of SBA
vice presidential candidacies by
Todd Bullard, Lori Cohen and
Andy H. Viets ; and the dates for
commencement activities.
Missing in The Opinion were
the meandering column whose
author was too embroiled in elee
tions, and the continuing saga of
a Carson County D.A. internship
· which had come to a close and
was replaced by Cliff Barney's
adventurous enrollment in a
, health spa.
The end of .February broug/'lt
about more news, some on new
and some on a'1d topi<:s; the dean
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selection committee was no
closer to selecting a replacement
for Headrick ; two more pipes
burst in the Library, creating
Amherst's own Niagara Falls ;
teachers failed to hand in course
grades before the deadline set by
their own Senate; Cohen was
elected to the position of SBA
vice president; and Viets was
back at his meanderings.
Some of the more national to
pics covered included an inside
look at the situation in Nica ragua
by two U/B Law students,
. Reagan's proposed cuts in finan 
cial aid, and an ALI -ABA spon 
sored course of study of environ
mental regulations.
March was bustling with ac
tivities. U/B law students Rich
Gottlieb, , Mark Mulholland and
Ed Mafkarian received best brief
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away.
1 don't dispute that it can be
difficult explaining the Buffalo
grading system to potential employers. All that I' m saying is that
some students gladly accept
such difficulty in exchange for
the type of academic life this
school has provided over the
years . Count me among those
students.
My major complaint about the
Law School is that it is located .i n
the frostbite capital of the world .
That's reas on enough to stay
away from a school as far as I' m
concerned. So why don 't I regret
spending three winters in bonechilling weather? Is it the Law Li brary, the Law School, the education I've had at my fingertips?
No one would pretend to think
award in the Craven constitu 
tional law moot court competi 
tion , while Stephen Schop was
third-best oralist in the Mugel tax
moot court competition.
Results from referendums
found U/B law students suppor
tive of a mandatory student activ
ity fee, a one-dollar increase in
the fee, and the continuance of
the present grading system . In a
less supportive move, several
students denounced the univer
sity bookstore and proposed a
non -profit bookstore to be run
out of the law s_chool. Other stu
dent disapproval centered on the
availability and functionability of
change machines and .the prop
osal to convert the fourth floor
student lounge into secretarial
offices.
.
Again, there were announce
ments :
Brooklyn
D.A.
Liz
Holtzman agreed to speak at
commencement and SBA-char-

that I ask such a question seriously. Granted, I feel quite fortu 
nate to have been able to use the
Law Library, and to have been a
student at this school the past
few years . However, the only
thing making the cold winters
bearable has been the people
here. If ypu haven't thought of
your law student friends as a
small part of the community of
Buffalo law students, and pro- ·
ceeded therefrom , such an out
look might be worthwhile. It can
(and has served to) make cold
winter that much warmer.
As lor.ig as I' m on the subject
of people, I feel compelled to in
elude this last note before leav
ing · the pages of The Opinion
(and eventually the h"alls of this
school) . It is always regrettable

a

to,students when a fine professor
has to · take time off from his
teaching to pursue other en
deavors. In the case of Buffalo
Law School, Professor Kenneth
Joyce will spend next year as a
member of the Law Revision
Commission , benefitting the
people of the. State rather than
the students of this school.
Although the student body' s
loss will l;>e New York State's
gain, the absence of Professor
Joyce will . be felt. Buffalo Law
School will eagerly await the re
turo of Kenneth Joyce, whose in
telligence, teaching styl·e and
personality render him a unique
and necssary part of this institu
tion . He's just another positive
force that comes to mind when
thinking of this· Law School.

tered clubs National Lawyers economic development, career
Guild and Gay Law Students Or panels sponsored by CDO and
ganization outlined their goals an the Alumni Office, and more in
purposes . More talk centered on formal box luncheons by the
environmental mediation, and Jacekle Center.
how to find jobs in public interest
Finally, we have this issue, the
law and Florida.
last issue of the spring semester
Fir.ially, in our previous issue, and the 1984786 academic year,
an
article j nvestigated the You can look for you'rself, make
rumors of circulating_Jists offirst comparisons, and see the · ad
year students' names and vances, if any, that have been
grades. Another article on grades made since the beginning,oJ the
was comprised ·o n a survey of the school term. You can be the
grades given by each teacher, an judge of whether this year is to
evaluation of the grades, and a qe marked as or:ie of acclamation,
proposal for reform .
disrepute or insignificance.
More lectures and conferences
In closing , The Opinion wishes
were held at U/B. Harvard Profes to extend its deepest sv.mpathies
sor William Kristo! presented his to Al Stewart.for being unable to
views on the future of civil rights take a ·printable picture .of his
under a Reagan Court, while U/B fuzzy, furry monster.feet slippers
Professor Jacob Hyman offered to go along with his articles. Al
a balance viewpoint in this Fed felt slighted and thought that stu
eralist Society sponsored event. -dents should have something
Other events included a Baldy else to remember besides Viets'
Center sponsored conference on backpack.

